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1 Introduction 202 

1.1 Purpose of the document 203 

The Operational Service and Environment Definition (OSED) describes the operational concept 204 
defined in the Detailed Operational Description (DOD) in the scope of its Operational Focus Area 205 
(OFA). 206 

It defines the operational services, their environment, use cases and requirements. 207 

The OSED is used as the basis for assessing and establishing operational, safety, performance and 208 
interoperability requirements for the related systems further detailed in the Safety and Performance 209 
Requirements (SPR) document. The OSED identifies the operational services supported by several 210 
entities within the ATM community and includes the operational expectations of the related systems. 211 

This OSED is a top-down refinement of the Network DOD produced by the federating OPS 07.02 212 
project. It also contains additional information which should be consolidated back into the higher level 213 
SESAR concepts using a “bottom up” approach. 214 

The figure below presents the location of the OSED within the hierarchy of SESAR concept 215 
documents, together with the SESAR Work Package or Project responsible for their maintenance. 216 

 217 
Figure 1: OSED document with regards to other SESAR deliverables 218 
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In Figure 1, the Steps are driven by the OI Steps addressed by the project in the Integrated Roadmap 219 
document. 220 

It is expected that several updates to this OSED will be produced during the lifecycle of the P07.06.02 221 
project execution phase. 222 

Five major releases are identified as follows: 223 

• D01 - OSED Step 1 edition1.0, September 2012:  Quick wins; 224 
• D01 - OSED Step 1 edition2.0,  February 2013: full Step 1 scope; 225 
• D38 - OSED Step 1 edition3.0; December 2014: integration of validation results and inputs 226 

from FF-ICE/FIXM developments, refinement as input to future validation exercises related 227 
to the Flight Object. 228 

• D45 - OSED Step 1 edition4.0,December 2015: update integrating results from exercise VP-229 
715 and further alignment with FF-ICE increment 1  230 

• D56 - Step 1 Business trajectory final OSED (edition 5.0), August 2016. 231 

1.2 Scope 232 

From the 3 distinct operational improvements in which the EFPL evolutions are split: 233 

- AUO-0203-A : submission of EFPLs and use in NM systems 234 

- AUO-0226: distribution and use of EFPLs by ATC 235 

- AUO-0223: harmonisation of the management of ATC constraints in NM and AU systems 236 
(basically the consideration of PTRs by AU systems) 237 

only the first OI is in the scope of Solution #37 EFPL and part of the first deployment package. 238 

 239 

This OSED details the operational concept for the Operational Focus Area (OFA) Business/Mission 240 
Trajectory Management in Step 1 limited to the Business trajectory. A separate OSED is addressing 241 
the Mission Trajectory2.  242 

The following diagram provides a refined view of the SESAR storyboard for the target 243 
business/Mission trajectory concept covering both Step 1 and Step 2. 244 

 245 

                                                      
2 Since BAFO1/BAFO 2 and the change request CR1821.  
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 246 
Figure 2: Story board for mission/business trajectory evolutions   247 

The scope of the project is focusing on the medium and short-term planning phases. Execution 248 
phase will be addressed only partly (from a network perspective). 249 

Referring to the definition of high-level network processes listed in the 07.02 Step 1 DOD [6], this 250 
OSED details the “Determine network demand” process. 251 

The following diagram presents the hierarchy of concepts elements addressed by P07.06.02 and the 252 
link with the target business trajectory concept. 253 
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 254 
Figure 3: Hierarchy of 07.06.02 OSED concept elements 255 

The 07.06.02 project includes in its tasks to align as much as possible SESAR and FF-ICE 256 
terminology and operational scenarios regarding SBT management/Flight planning. This final draft 257 
edition 5.0 of the OSED (Step 1) aims at achieving a first level of convergence. 258 

1.3 Intended readership 259 

Within SESAR, the intended audience is  260 

• The SJU; 261 
• SWP 07.02: 07.02 is the coordinating federating project for the OFA 03.01.04 - 262 

Business/Mission trajectory; 263 
• P11.1 projects: this OSED develops requirements impacting FOC processes and systems. 264 

Moreover, most of requirements included in this document have been developed in close 265 
cooperation with SWP11.1; 266 

• P11.2 projects; 267 
• WP7 level-3 projects: most of WP3 level-3 projects have strong dependencies with flight 268 

planning /business trajectory management; 269 
• P04.05 and P05.05.01 projects: those two projects are part of the OFA 03.01.04. Moreover 270 

there are obvious dependencies between Business/Mission trajectory and Trajectory 271 
Management Framework ENB; 272 

• P05.05.02:  content of the Extended flight plan and associated requirements as developed 273 
in this OSED  taking into consideration requirements issued by 05.05.02 project [21]; 274 

• SWP4.2, SWP5.2, SWP6.2: those are being identified as consulting federating projects for 275 
the OFA 03.01.04;  276 

• WP 8 projects included in the OFA Business and Mission Trajectory. For this release, most 277 
impacted WP8 projects are 08.03.05, 08.03.07, 08.03.04 and 08.01.09; 278 

• Other level-3 projects (WP9) included in the OFA 03.01.04.  279 
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o Airspace Data Repository (ADR) concept documents and business cases. 313 
o Flight Plan Repository (FPR) concept documents 314 

• Network Manager:  315 
o Studies on AU /CFMU interoperability [22].  316 

• ICAO: 317 
o All ICAO documentation related to the evolution of flight plan information: FPL 2012 318 

and amendments, FF-ICE [14] [15] [16] [17] [19]. 319 
• EUROCAE, ICOG: 320 

o All documentation related to the Flight Object concept and standards [26]. 321 

The following paragraphs provide more details on projects/programs strongly related to the topics 322 
covered by this OSED.  323 

1.5.2 AU/ATM systems interoperability 324 

The lack of interoperability between the Airspace Users and the Network Manager is responsible for a 325 
number of flight data inconsistencies that impact on the operational performance of flight planning and 326 
ATFCM operations. As an example, some flight plans are unfairly rejected because of a number of 327 
difficulties for interpreting the FPL Field 15 consistently between the FPL originator and NM flight 328 
planning services (CFMU system in charge of flight plans validation and dissemination). Section 2.2.2 329 
provides more details about current limitations. 330 

To cope with these limitations, the CFMU (now Network Manager Operations Centre) had launched in 331 
2005 a preliminary study intended to propose solutions to improve the flight data interoperability 332 
between the  Airspace Users and the  NM, such as the use of 4D trajectory in addition to the current 333 
ICAO flight plan. This preliminary study developed an operational concept and a business case [22] 334 
covering the identification and analysis of potential options, the associated benefits and constraints 335 
and assessing quantitatively the size of the benefits and of related costs. 336 

The study was conducted in close cooperation with airspace users and Computer Flight Plan Service 337 
Providers (CFSPs). 338 

1.5.3 Flight Plan Repository (FPR) 339 

The concept was defined in the context of the DMEAN program and is a valuable input to 7.6.2 as 340 
some elements are closely related to the Business Trajectory: 341 

• Requirements identified for a Flight Plan Repository [23] can be reused in SESAR in the 342 
wider scope of the development of the Flight Object concept in planning phase; 343 

• Requirements are identified related to the notion of Filed Flight Plan providing inputs for the 344 
Reference Business Trajectory. 345 

1.5.4 Demand Data Repository Phase 2 (DDR 2) 346 

Demand Data Repository (DDR) is an enabler for providing authorized ATM actors with a common 347 
awareness of the individual flight intentions and a harmonised forecast about traffic & airspace 348 
demand, during the whole ATM life cycle, from early planning phase till during the execution. It will 349 
also provide the necessary elements to support post-op analysis and continuous improvement.  350 

Out of DMEAN program (IP1), the DDR concept has been split into 3 phases, each phase supporting 351 
a specific time horizon of the Network Operation Plan: Long Term planning and airspace / route 352 
design for DDR1, Medium Term (M-T) planning for DDR2 and Short Term (ST) planning and 353 
execution for DDR3. 354 
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 355 
Figure 4: The 3 phases of the DDR project 356 

DDR phase 2 concept (DDR2) is addressing enhancements required to support the Traffic demand 357 
data management during the M-T phase (from 6 months to D-1). 358 

The main objective of the DDR2 is to collect early information about flight intentions, in order to enrich 359 
historical information and improve the predictability of the traffic demand representations (forecasts) 360 
used at key milestones during the M-T phase of the collaborative ATM planning, namely during the 361 
seasonal, the monthly, the pre-tactical planning, and for the planning of special events. The DDR2 362 
scope is illustrated on Figure 5 by the blue dotted line. 363 

 364 
Figure 5: DDR 2 scope 365 

In 2010, in the context of the DMEAN program, a DDR2 phase 2 business case report [20] was 366 
produced in support to the definition of the strategy for DDR2 developments and implementation.   367 

The development of DDR2 concept is incremental, in order to minimise the risks and to deliver early 368 
achievements in the planning of Network & ATM Operations, while using acquired experience to 369 
guide the developments of further increments. 370 

A first increment of DDR2, designated DDR2/1 was implemented to support network operations 371 
planning, as from summer 2012 372 

DDR2/1 use cases 373 

Operational use cases targeted for DDR2/1, from summer 2016, are: 374 
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• Paragraph 2.2.3.2.1 describes the initial implementation of the concept of SBT (iSBT) and 486 
“agreed” RBT (iRBT) in Step 1. 487 
o The iSBT concept development is built upon the Extended Flight Plan (as a quick win 488 

improvement) and the Nominal Preferred Route. 489 
o The iRBT concept development is built upon the progressive implementation of the 490 

Flight Object (FO) concept. 491 

2.2.2 Short-term planning phase – Extended flight plan 492 

2.2.2.1 EFPL concept (SESAR solution #37) 493 

Most Airspace Users are currently using sophisticated flight planning tools in order to calculate as 494 
accurately as possible an operational flight plan for their flight. Multiple parameters and flight specific 495 
performance characteristics are taken into account in order to derive a flight profile (2D trajectory) that 496 
is as close as possible to the real evolution of the flight later in operations. Flight planning tools then 497 
derive from the operational flight plan a flight plan in ICAO format. In this process, valuable 498 
information regarding the flight, including its calculated 4D trajectory, are lost because the ICAO flight 499 
plan format neither allows nor requires such information to be included. 500 

The resultant flight plan in ICAO format is used by ATC for the provision of air traffic services to the 501 
flight as well as the Network Manager and FMPs for air traffic flow and capacity management. Tools 502 
that are used by ATC, the Network Manager and FMPs are based on the calculation of a flight profile 503 
that is extracted from the flight plan in ICAO format. A number of assumptions are made and generic 504 
aircraft performance information is used in this process that make the locally calculated flight profile 505 
different from to the one originally calculated by the flight planning tools.  506 

The current flight plan filing process will be extended to allow enriched information exchange  507 

• From AU to NM flight planning services:  508 

o The transmission of the flight plan originator calculated 4D trajectory (filed trajectory) 509 
of the flight as part of the filed flight plan. This 4D trajectory sent by the AU will be 510 
used by the NM flight planning services for the flight plan validation process together 511 
with the NM planning trajectory which is estimated when the EFPL is received5. 512 
Consequently, the flight plan validation process of NM will be modified in order to be 513 
able to use the received 4D trajectory. This trajectory will be stored in IFPS together 514 
with the flight plan and will be available for further revalidations (e.g. when the 515 
environment data change) and distribution to its client systems, including the Flow 516 
Management services and, upon request, ATC flight data processing (FDP) systems 517 
(as part as the whole EFPL information set for distribution).  518 

It will also be possible for flight plan originators to provide to NM, in addition to the 519 
filed flight plan, aircraft performance information specific to the flight. This information 520 
will be stored by the NM flight planning services together with the filed flight plan and 521 
will also be available for further distribution to its client systems, including the Flow 522 
Management services and, upon request, ATC flight data processing (FDP) systems. 523 
The provided aircraft performance information, being specific to the flight, will allow 524 
for an improved local calculation of the trajectory of a flight for what-if scenarios and 525 
simulations. The Flow Management services may also use it to calculate a new 526 
prediction of the flight path upon reception of real time updates regarding the current 527 
position of the flight. 528 

                                                      
5 Typically, there is a NM planning trajectory managed by the ETFMS before the submission of the EFPL by the 
AU. This is based on historical data and EFPL repetitive flights. However, after the AU submits the first EFPL, 
NM planning trajectory will be calculated by IFPS and based on the trajectory provided by the AU. 
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• From NM flight planning services to AUs: NM will reply to the AU with two new elements in 529 
the EFPL response message: the accepted trajectory and Profile Tuning Restrictions that 530 
may apply.  531 

NM will have to handle various combinations of FPL data exchange messages during the transition 532 
phase. These are not selective nor exclusive, but coexist in time: 533 

o Global mix mode of operations allowing some AUs to provide EFPLs whereas others will534 
continue to transmit ICAO FPLs.535 

o Individual mix mode of operations where AUs will be able to submit a EFPLM followed by536 
updates in ICAO format (Change, Delay, Re-Processing…) and viceversa.537 

538 

Regarding ATM constraints, evolutions in step 1 involve only “soft” constraints named Profile Tuning 539 
Restrictions (PTRs). Two flows of information are considered and the type of information provided 540 
changes from one to another: 541 

o Any AU is able to retrieve PTR information from the global database where they are542 
published.543 

o For a given flight, the list of PTRs applying to that specific flight  is provided as feedback544 
in the EFPL reply messages from NM in the trajectory management process (i.e. as545 
with PTRs information)546 

This available information will further increase the accuracy and consistency of the planned 4D 547 
trajectory of a flight and therefore increase predictability both for AUs and NM. 548 

549 

550 
Figure 6: Extended Flight Plan validation services overview 551 

552 

553 
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554 
555 

Figure 7 Extended Flight Plan dissemination data overview 556 

In order to address regulatory and worldwide applicability aspects, the Extended FPL solution is 557 
refined in close relation with the latest ICAO flight data exchange concept and standard developments 558 
(FF-ICE, FIXM).  This will allow minimizing costs for full alignment with ICAO provisions in target step 559 
1 [8]. 560 

Expected benefits and associated benefit mechanisms of the Extended Flight plan are provided in 561 
Appendix C. 562 

2.2.2.2 General Validation context 563 

2.2.2.2.1 VR-713 564 

Note 1: The validation EXE-07.06.02-VP-713 refers to the SWIM compliance report [30], since it is 565 
part of the validation. 566 

This section is an extract from the Step 1 Business Trajectory Validation Report for EFPL. For further 567 
information on VR-713, please see [13]. 568 

2.2.2.2.1.1 General conclusions 569 

The main conclusion from the simulations performed in the exercise is that operational feasibility of 570 
the use of the extended flight plan has been proven both at the level of flight planning and flow 571 
management. Furthermore, 572 

 Main critical safety requirements have been validated. In particular, the exercises have573 
demonstrated that the EFPL does not create risks in some safety critical processes like flight574 
plan distribution to ANSPs and identification of potential overloads in DCB.575 

 Some immediate benefits have been demonstrated both at the level of flight planning and flow576 
management in terms of increased transparency and trajectory alignment, less FPL rejections577 
or increased traffic predictability in some specific areas.578 
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 In term of performances, the benefits quantitatively measured are limited at this stage. 579 
However it is highlighted by all stakeholders that the exercise has not addressed some 580 
promising use-cases inducing potentially significant benefits such as the optimisation of 581 
todays accepted ICAO flight plans or the fine-tuning of trajectories to avoid constraints. 582 

 The technical feasibility of EFPL dedicated services has been proven.583 

 Standardisation needs have been covered and the migration to FIXM - the format for the584 
future ICAO FPL - has been tested successfully.585 

Considering the results of the VR-713 [13] some of the validation statuses of the EFPL requirements 586 
in section 4.3 of this Step 1 OSED have been modified. Additionally, it has been established the 587 
current level of maturity of EFPL evolution in V3. 588 

2.2.2.2.1.2 General recommendations 589 

From these results, two types of recommendations can be derived from the outcomes of the 590 
exercises: 591 

 Recommendations regarding the first implementation step are:592 

 To perform pre- operational live trials (V4) with candidate AUs in order to:593 

- Minimise  the risk of  new flight plan rejections during the initial learning594 
phase;595 

- Identify the best options in terms of EFPL data to be used by the NM systems596 
in order to optimise traffic predictability improvements;597 

- Assess in coordination with concerned ASNPs the impact of EFPLs on flight598 
plan distribution and traffic predictability in some specific areas.599 

 To implement NM HMI improvements in order to support IFPS operators in the600 
management of Extended Flight Plans.601 

 Regarding further steps of the EFPL implementation, the recommendation is to plan602 
additional SESAR validations in SESAR 2020 in order to:603 

 Assess the feasibility and benefits for AUs to better integrate ATC constraints in the604 
AU planned trajectory included in the EFPL;605 

 Clarify the requirements in terms of more structured error messages provided by NM606 
to the AUs in the reply for an invalid EFPL ;607 

 Validate EFPL distribution services and the use of EFPL data in ATC systems and608 
processes.609 

 Investigate the use of  the Extended Flight Plan for the management of ATFCM610 
regulations and the determination of TTOs/TTAs,611 

612 

2.2.3 The Nominal Preferred Route (NPR) 613 

2.2.3.1 The NPR concept 614 

The Nominal Preferred Route concept is developed on top of IP1 DDR 2 program (see §1.5.4). 615 

The set of Operational use cases identified in the DDR2 concept are: 616 

• DDR2/1 use cases617 
• ANSP planning of rosters, developed from three to one months before operations.618 
• Collaborative elaboration of a medium-Term pan-European Network plan, involving Airspace619 

Users and  local, FAB (sub-regional) and Central (regional) ATM actors620 
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• Collaborative ASM planning and ASM/ATFCM coordination, starting several months ahead 621 
for major activities and further developed with nominal operations during the pre-tactical 622 
phase (D-6 to D-1)  623 

• Support to Airspace users looking for planned routing optimisation during the M-T, with624 
information derived from the M-T DCB process and the planned changes in the airspace625 
availability.626 

The evolution in Step 1 in support of those use-cases is the collection of user-preferred routing 627 
information corresponding to the routing planned in nominal situations. This will allow maintaining a 628 
more accurate view on the planned utilization of airspaces and sectors composing each airspace and 629 
better accommodating airspace users’ preferences. 630 

Expected benefits and associated benefit mechanisms are provided in Appendix C. 631 

The sections dealing with the NPR concept have been updated taking into account results and 632 
conclusions of the exercise VP-715 . 633 

2.2.3.2 General Validation context 634 

2.2.3.2.1 Current maturity level VP-715 635 

According to the results of the VR-715 [36], there are only two validation objectives which have 636 
enough level of maturity (E-OCVM) to be conclusive: 637 

- Using the NPR contributes to improve the traffic demand prediction in Medium Term638 

- Using the NPR contributes to complement historical data information in pre-tactical phase639 

Throughout the OSED, only these two applications will be considered when mentioning the NPR 640 
concept. 641 

The usage of the NPR in NM’s reroutings proposal is another application presented in VR-715 that 642 
will be taken into account  later in Step 2 due to its current low maturity level. 643 

Considering the limitations of the validation exercise 715 and the limited outcome in terms of benefits 644 
for end users, the NPR concept is considered to be in maturity level V1. 645 

2.2.3.2.2 Validated assumptions 646 

Despite the limitations, the the Validation Exercise 715 [36] has found that the Nominal Preferred 647 
Route information provided by Airspace users is of added value in medium term planning phase 648 
(months/weeks before operations) while in ATFCM pre-tactical phase – from D-6 to D-1 -, current 649 
method based on the use of historical data.(filed flight plan at D-7) remains more efficient. 650 

651 

2.2.3.2.3 Range of criteria used in NM estimations 652 

Currently, NM uses the statistical route catalogue together with the AU’s flight intentions to estimate 653 
the NM planning trajectory in medium term. However, the statistical route catalogue does not take into 654 
account differences between airlines, type of aircraft or any other parameters that may affect to the 655 
traffic prediction. This results into a poor estimated trajectory that can be improved using a wider 656 
range of data in its calculation, i.e. including all the possible and relevant type of data. 657 

658 

2.2.3.2.4 Non-validated assumptions 659 

Due to the lack of maturity of the subjects, the following asssumptions (already introduced in the 660 
Validation Exercise 715) were not achieved. As a result, they are not included in the scope of this 661 
OSED: 662 

• The use of NPR information in re-routing proposals and DCB measures selection.663 

• The use of nominal preferred route information in network traffic demand prediction (except664 
for M-T planning phase, see 2.2.3.2.2)665 
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666 

2.2.3.2.5 Further requirements development 667 

According to the results of the Validation Exercise 715, requirements should be further developed to 668 
get improvements in: 669 

1) Usage of historical data usage and/or NM trajectory generation tools.670 

2) NPR data collection in the scheduling phase –only when it has added value in comparison to671 
historical data (e.g. new city pair…)-.672 

3) Usage of NPR to support DCB (however, it will be only considered in the scope of Step 2 SBT673 
management)674 

675 

2.2.4 The SBT (iSBT) and RBT (iRBT) in Step 1 676 

An initial implementation of the Shared Business Trajectory (iSBT) and the Reference Business 677 
Trajectory (iRBT) can be envisaged in the timeframe 2018-2020. The implementation of the iSBT 678 
relies on Extended FPL and NPR as well as standards and provisions issued by ICAO in the context 679 
of FF-ICE increment 1. 680 

The main elements that will constitute the initial implementation of the iSBT and iRBT are: 681 

• The evolution of the format of the ICAO flight plan to support the exchange of 4D Trajectory682 
information between the FOC and the ATM (including network and ATC units) mainly in the683 
short-term planning phase.684 

• The introduction of the Globally Unique Flight Identifier (GUFI) allowing all eligible members685 
of the ATM Community to unambiguously refer to information pertaining to a flight. The use686 
of the GUFI will support ATM flight data exchanges mainly taking place in short-term and687 
execution phase. Commercial/schedule data exchanges are not expected to use the GUFI688 
as these exchanges do not normally refer to individual flights.689 

• The partial implementation of the concept of the Reference Business Trajectory at the690 
transition between planning and execution.691 

• Two groups of data are differentiated in the iRBT data: the agreed trajectory data and the692 
supporting trajectory data.693 

• The management of time-based elements issued by the network and CDM airports (e.g.694 
CTOT, TTO, TTA, TSAT) in the business trajectories.695 

• The development of SWIM NOP services allowing the sharing of Business trajectories –696 
Shared and agreed reference business trajectories - between all ground6 actors (including697 
FOCs).698 

• The development and deployment of SWIM services (blue profile) allowing the sharing of699 
trajectory information between network actors and ATC.700 

This corresponds to a first step implementation of the business trajectory concept as depicted in the 701 
SESAR CONOPS. The following limitations can be listed regarding the Shared business trajectory 702 
and the agreement on the Reference business trajectory: 703 

• The 4D trajectory sent by airspace users (filed trajectory) in the Extended flight plan cannot704 
be strictly assimilated to the agreed Reference 4D business trajectory since  dynamic time-705 
based DCB measures issued in pre-flight phase either by the network (e.g. CTOT, TTA,706 
TTO) or CDM airports (TSAT, allocated SID) need to be integrated.707 

• A fully formalised agreement process will not be put in place in Step 1 with a single708 
milestone for the transition from SBT to RBT. As in current operations, the agreement709 

6 In the context of i4D some aspects of air-ground share of trajectories in execution should be also developed but 
this is out of the scope the present OSED (addressed in the Trajectory Management Framework OFA) 
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Network 
Mgt. 

Storing iSBT/SMT The iSBT/iSMT and successive received 
updates will be consolidated and stored 
together with possible associated 
inconsistencies, the associated 4D 
trajectory submitted by the AU and the 
status of the flight (filed, departed) The 
following versions of the iSBT/iSMT will 
be stored separately: very first version, 
the last agreed version before departure, 
the latest version after departure 

UC-NP-06 

Table 9: Network process in the scope of the 7.6.2 OSED 726 

727 

2.3.2 Services 728 

2.3.2.1 Operational services 729 

No operational services are defined yet either by B4.2 or 7.2. 730 

2.3.2.2 SWIM services 731 

The SWIM Information Services are linked to EFPL in section 4 of this document and EFPL 732 
requirements’ compliance has been assessed in the SWIM Compliant Report (for further evidence 733 
please see [30]). 734 

EXE-07.06.02-VP-713 validated the SWIM compliance of the EFPL services as defined in the 735 
ExtendedFlightPlanSubmission and FlightPlanDataDistribution Service Design Documents (please 736 
see [31] and [32]). The Step 1 Technical Specifications for EFPL V3 (please see [33]) further 737 
elaborates on the SWIM requirements. The Service Technical Design Documents, AIRM/ISRM 738 
mappings were used to produce SWIM compliance report (please see [30]). 739 

The SWIM compliance assessment team concluded that the services in the scope of the VP-713 740 
exercise are: Information Service Compliant (ISRM), Information Ready (AIRM) and TI Binding Yellow 741 
Profile Compliant (TI Level). 742 

2.3.3 Mapping to Service portfolio and Systems 743 

A correspondent section in the DOD [6] is not yet available. 744 
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768 

Legacy scheduled airlines See figure 8. 

Low fare airlines Similar to legacy airlines but have more flexibility to adapt the 
schedule for commercial reason at short term. 

Regional airlines Close to legacy airlines. Innovata7  schedule updated less frequently. 

Charter airlines Commercial part is handled by a third party: tour operators. More 
unstable schedule and available at shorter term. 

General cargo airlines Close to charters. Annual program + ad-hoc schedule. Schedule 
provided over a longer period. 

Express cargo airlines Similar to low fare airlines. They operate a more stable annual 
program than General cargo carriers with some ad-hoc/short term 
adjustments. 

Business aviation No information available 48 H before operations apart in the case of 
special events or airport slots. 

General aviation Nothing available. 

Table 10: Flight Planning by Business Model 769 

770 

The table below shows for Step 1 an anticipation of flight data availability over the time horizon 771 
(subject to negotiation with airspace users) 772 

Civil/military planning Civil /Military operational information 

Next season Monthly d-6 to d-1 d-1 d-1 to -3h -3h to -
30min

ADEP-ADES Schedules 
issued 

Schedules 
update if 
required. 
Military 
planned 
missions 

Schedules / 
Missions 
update  if 
required 

Schedules/ 
Missions 
update if 
required 

Update 
information if 
required 

Scheduled/Esti
mated Block 
Times 

Scheduled 
block times 
issued 

Update 
information if 
required 

Update 
information if 
required 

Estimated 
block times 
issued 

Update 
information if 
required 

Update 
information if 
required 

Aircraft type Information on 
preferred 
Aircraft Type 

Update 
information if 
required 

Update 
information if 
required 

Update 
information if 
required 

Update 
information if 
required 

Update 
information if 
required 

Airspace 
Reservation/ 
Restriction 
Demand 

Big events or 
exercises 

Big events or 
exercises 
updates and  
expected 
military 
training 
schedules 
including 
specific 
procedures 

Updates to big 
events or 
exercises and 
military training 
schedules if 
required 

Updates to big 
events or 
exercises and 
military training 
schedules if 
required on 
AUP 

Updates to big 
events or 
exercises and 
military training 
schedules if 
required on 
UUP 

Agreed 
airspace 
reservation/re
striction 
allocation 

User Preferred Information on Update Update Update Update Update 

7 Innovata is a set of services/products including in particular services for the management of a global database 
of airlines schedules. 
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Civil/military planning Civil /Military operational information 

Next season Monthly d-6 to d-1 d-1 d-1 to -3h -3h to -
30min

Route User Nominal 
preferred 
Route to 
handle flight 
including 
ranked 
alternatives 

information if 
required 

information if 
required 
including  
ranked 
alternatives 

information if 
required 

information if 
required 

information if 
required 

Shared 
Business/Missio
n Trajectory 

Information on 
2D route 
waypoints , 
including RFL 

Update 
information if 
required 

Information 
on 4D route 
including 
aircraft 
performance 

Update 
information if 
required 

Update 
information if 
required 

Update 
information if 
required 

Flight Priority Information 
on required 
priorities to 
handle 
specific 
flights 

Update if 
required 

Update if 
required 

Update if 
required 

Reference 
Business/Missio
n Trajectory 

Agreed 4D 
trajectory 
including 
constraints 
(on request) 

Agreed 4D 
trajectory 
including 
constraints 

Table 11: SBT Information Availability over Time Horizon 773 

3.2 Roles and Responsibilities 774 

See Network DOD [6] for roles and responsibilities related to network operations. 775 

3.3 Constraints 776 

3.3.1 Availability of Flight intention information in medium term 777 

We cannot expect to get early visibility on traffic demand for all segments of traffic. 778 

779 
Figure 9: Market segment distribution in 2009 – from Coda publications 780 
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Indeed, there is no single method for managing traffic demand data, from an Airspace Users (AU’s) 781 
perspective. Airlines have adopted different business models and they operate different types of 782 
flights.  783 

A significant portion of IFR flights is planned and organized according to schedules that are fixed 784 
months in advance: traditional or regional scheduled airlines and low cost carriers represent globally 785 
about 80% of IFR traffic.   786 

About another 10% of IFR traffic demand, encompassing  charters and a significant portion of cargo 787 
flights, are planned within a shorter time frame (2 to 3 months in advance), in order to meet the 788 
specificity of their business model.  789 

Legacy scheduled airlines See figure 8. 

Low fare airlines Similar to legacy airlines but have more flexibility to adapt the 
schedule for commercial reason at short term. 

Regional airlines Close to legacy airlines. Innovata schedule updated less frequently. 

Charter airlines Commercial part is handled by a third party: tour operators. More 
unstable schedule and available at shorter term. 

General cargo airlines Close to charters. Annual program + ad-hoc schedule. Schedule 
provided over a longer period. 

Express cargo airlines Similar to low fare airlines. They operate a more stable annual 
program than General cargo carriers with some ad-hoc/short term 
adjustments. 

Business aviation No information available 48 H before operations apart in the case of 
special events or airport slots. 

General aviation Nothing available. 

Table 12: Availability of traffic demand data in support to M-T planning 790 

 791 

Scheduled traffic (traditional / low fair / regional) represent about 80% of the total IFR traffic demand. 792 

3.3.2 ATM constraints information 793 

During the planning phase, the flight may become subject to a number of constraints, external to the 794 
AU, and possibly affecting their intentions. Such constraints could be divided by: 795 

• Flight planning constraints, which may also be divided into:  796 
o Hard constraints 797 
o Soft constraints 798 

• ATFM constraints (DCB measures) 799 
• Real-time constraints related to ongoing operations 800 

 801 
Regarding the type of nature of each constraint, they can be: 802 

• Static constraints that are fixed restrictions in time and space. They are ANSPs’ rules for 803 
use of resources and do not change daily. 804 

+~80%  
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• Dynamic constraints that may come and go until the flight is executed. They vary daily and 805 
even hourly, and reflect issues due to special events, traffic congestion, weather, and other 806 
non-nominal situations. Accordingly, these constraints are characterised for being: 807 
o Rather temporary, as opposed to static, permanent constraints 808 
o Rather unpredictable, as opposed to period, regular constraints. 809 

As an example, unscheduled airspace reservations by military airspace users are dynamic 810 
constraints as military areas can be booked at short notice (and released with no prior 811 
notice). 812 
Such constraints are not necessarily known at the time of initial validation or may be 813 
released before departure.  814 
 815 

3.3.2.1 Flight planning constraints 816 

3.3.2.1.1 Hard constraints 817 

AUs intents must conform to published “hard” airspace/route constraints (e.g. RAD) that are 818 
applicable for the FPL validation when submitting a flight plan (in the desired/filed trajectory), 819 
otherwise the FPL will be rejected.  820 

The FPL validation is performed against them based on the trajectory derived by NM flight planning 821 
services from the FPL. 822 

3.3.2.1.2 Soft constraints 823 

The NM flight planning services also uses the so-called “soft” constraints for the calculation of a flight 824 
trajectory and not for FPL validation (as they may not be applied in the end). Therefore, such 825 
constraints do not need to be considered by the AU when submitting a FPL but they will be addressed 826 
by NM as feedback to the AU afterwards. These soft constraints include: 827 

• Vertical limits published (via State AIP) for SID/STAR routes  828 

• Profile Tuning Restrictions (PTRs), e.g. flight level constraints that are mainly used to model 829 
the transfer levels included in ATC Letters of Agreement (LoAs)  830 

 831 
Figure 108: Impact of PTR on a profile 832 

 833 

3.3.2.1.2.1Profile Tuning Restrictions (PTRs) 834 

                                                      
8 In this figure, AO it is used as Aircraft Operator or a synonym of Airspace User (AU). 
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Profile tuning restrictions (PTR) are currently used by NM flight planning services for flight trajectory 835 
calculation and they can also be used by Airspace Users for the calculation of their operational flight 836 
plan. By doing so, a full 4D trajectory information in operations is accomplished. 837 

 838 

3.3.2.2 ATFCM constraints (DCB measures) 839 

ATFCM constraints are applied for the purpose of demand and capacity management when traffic 840 
demand is expected to exceed what can be safely handled by ATCOs: 841 

• At the level of flight planning, such constraints often come in the form of ATFCM slots but 842 
the efficiency of the slot allocation mechanism depends itself on the predictability and 843 
accuracy of flight planning. Inconsistencies during flight planning may result in the allocation 844 
of inconsistent departure slots resulting in a less efficient usage of available slots. 845 

• As an alternative to slot allocation, STAM measures (e.g. re-routing/level capping proposals) 846 
may be sent to AUs to avoid delay penalties either in planning or execution phase. Similarly, 847 
the relevance of rerouting proposals depends on the relevance of the flight plan 848 

3.3.2.3 Real-time ATM constraints 849 

Real-time constraints are constraints known at short-notice, close to EOBT, when pre-flight operations 850 
have already started at the departure aerodrome. As the flight is “astride” the flight planning phase 851 
and the execution phase, there is a compromise to find between what should be reconciled in the 852 
flight plan in case of inconsistencies and what should be left to tactical operations. 853 

Close to the execution phase, there is a trade-off to find between the stability aimed for the plan and 854 
the flexibility left to airspace users, which may lead to the concept of priority or criticality of a 855 
constraint: the closer to off-block time we are, the more critical a new constraint has to be in order to 856 
trigger a flight trajectory recalculation. Some mechanisms are already in place in Flow Management 857 
services that prevent late changes to the CTOT.  858 

 859 

Note: only PTRs and DCB measures are the ones concerned by step 1 evolutions. 860 

 861 
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4 Short-term planning - Extended Flight plan (quick win) 862 

4.1 Detailed Operating methods 863 

4.1.1 Previous Operating Method 864 

4.1.1.1 Overview 865 

The IFPS is responsible for the reception, validation and distribution of flight plan data for all IFR/GAT 866 
flights within the IFPS Zone (IFPZ).  867 

All Airspace Users intending to operate an IFR/GAT flight within the IFPZ should submit a Flight Plan 868 
to the IFPS. Flight plans may be submitted to IFPS as either an individual Flight Plan (FPL) or, for 869 
flights that are operated on a regular basis, a Repetitive Flight Plan (RPL). Individual flight plans may 870 
be submitted to IFPS via the AFTN and SITA networks or, as a recent development, via B2B 871 
connections. RPLs are usually submitted as text files via e-mail. 872 

Flight plans are validated by IFPS from a syntactic and semantic point of view. They are as well 873 
validated against the latest available information regarding the route and airspace availability. They 874 
are equally checked for compliance with aircraft equipage and capabilities requirements. 875 

Valid flight plan messages are acknowledged by the IFPS. Invalid messages may be automatically 876 
corrected, automatically rejected or passed for manual treatment by IFPS staff. 877 

Valid flight plans are distributed by IFPS to ATC units concerned by the flight inside the IFPS Zone as 878 
well as to the ETFMS of the Network Manager and any other address as specified by the filer. 879 

4.1.1.2 Flight Plan Filing 880 

Filing a flight plan with IFPS is the process of submitting an FPL message to the IFPS for processing. 881 
Similarly, subsequent ICAO messages associated to a previously submitted FPL should be sent to 882 
the IFPS. ICAO flight plan and associated messages may be submitted to the IFPS up to a maximum 883 
of 120 hours, or five days, in advance of the estimated off-block time of the flight plan. 884 

4.1.1.3 Initial Flight Plan Validation 885 

The IFPS checks flight plan messages received and corrects them as far as possible within its 886 
knowledge of the ATS environment. When such corrections cannot be made, invalid messages are 887 
either automatically rejected or passed to the IFPS operator for manual processing. All messages 888 
presented to the IFPS staff for manual processing will have attached an indication of the relevant 889 
errors causing that message to fail automatic processing. All messages must be treated without 890 
undue delay.  891 

In order to indicate to the message originator the status of the processing of a submitted message, 892 
the IFPS uses Operational Reply Messages (ORM). ORMs are implemented using three possible 893 
message types: 894 

ACK 895 

An Acknowledgement (ACK) message is used to indicate successful processing of a submitted FPL 896 
against environmental data held by the NM at the time of processing the FPL. The ACK message is 897 
sent when the IFPS does not detect any error in the received FPL or, after automatic or manual 898 
intervention to correct the errors originally found. Automatic processing does not necessarily mean 899 
that the FPL has been accepted by the IFPS without modifications. Consequently, two different types 900 
of ACK messages are available:  901 

• Short ACK: when the message is automatically processed without amendment. 902 
• Long ACK: when the message includes amendments. This type of ACK contains the 903 

complete FPL in ICAO format as accepted by the IFPS. Where a Long ACK is received, the 904 
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message originator shall check for any amendments made by the IFPS, especially when the 905 
submitted FPL contains the IFPS Re-route Accepted authorisation. 906 

REJ 907 

A Reject (REJ) message is sent to notify the FPL originator that the submitted FPL could not be 908 
processed successfully, either automatically or manually, and that the submitted FPL has not been 909 
accepted by IFPS. The REJ message also contains an error list (to a maximum of 10) to help the 910 
Airspace Users to rectify the error(s). The Airspace User can react by amending the original FPL 911 
appropriately and re-submitting the corrected FPL to the IFPS. 912 

MAN 913 

A Manual (MAN) message is used to indicate to the FPL originator that errors have been detected in 914 
the submitted FPL and that it has been referred for manual processing by the IFPS staff.  The 915 
reception of a MAN message does not require any immediate action from the submitter, but implies a 916 
manual intervention of the IFPS staff. The manual treatment is followed by an ACK message if the 917 
FPL is successfully corrected by the IFPS staff, or by a REJ message if the FPL cannot be made 918 
compliant. 919 

 920 

 921 
Figure 11: Initial Flight Plan validation 922 
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4.1.1.4 Flight Plan Re-validation 923 
 924 

Once accepted by the IFPS, all flight plans are subject to a revalidation process against any possible 925 
environment modifications that may impact them with the purpose to ensure that all flight plan data 926 
reflects the current airspace situation as far as possible. 927 

In order to develop greater consistency of flight plan data between the AU, ATC and the NM, flight 928 
plans are re-validated against constraints (closures) and opportunities (openings) and/or modifications 929 
of RAD restrictions in the NM Environment database. 930 

The reprocessing of the IFPS flight plan database occurs automatically every 30 minutes as from 12 931 
hours (or filing time if less than 12 hours) prior to the EOBT of each flight plan until the EOBT. 932 

Where a flight plan is reprocessed during one of the possible revalidation events and is found to be 933 
inconsistent with the current NM Environment data, the following process takes place according to a 934 
timeline: 935 

From 12 hours before EOBT (or filing time) to 1 hour before EOBT: 936 

Any flight which is inconsistent with the NM Environment data at the time of revalidation is given an 937 
IFPS status of ‘suspended’. The IFPS then provides the ETFMS with the necessary information in 938 
order that the flight plan shall be suspend via a Flight Suspension (FLS message). 939 

The Originator of the ‘suspended’ flight plan message is expected to react to the FLS by sending a 940 
CHG, CNL or DLA message to the IFPS to either cancel the flight plan or update it to make it valid. 941 
Otherwise, the FPL suspension remains in place and the flight is not expected to take-off. 942 

In case of early re-opening of routes or deactivation of a RAD restriction, the IFPS supervisor shall 943 
identify via the ‘non-compliant listing’ function those flights planned to take off in less than an hour in 944 
order to de-suspend them via a force compliant function. 945 

 946 
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 947 
 948 

Figure 12: Flight plan revalidation process until 1 hour prior to EOBT 949 

 950 
From EOBT to 1 hour before EOBT: 951 

The flight is given the IFPS status of ‘advisory’ and a free-text message is automatically sent to the 952 
flight plan originator that contains the aircraft identification, aerodrome of departure, aerodrome of 953 
destination, EOBT, EOBD, and a proposed alternative route followed by the list of errors generated in 954 
the reprocessing. 955 

4.1.1.5  Flight Plan Distribution 956 

As part of the flight plan validation process, the IFPS builds a four-dimensional trajectory that is used 957 
for several purposes, one of which is to calculate those airspaces that the flight penetrates, and 958 
therefore to identify which air traffic services units require a copy of the flight plan for that flight. In 959 
identifying all the relevant ATC Units, the IFPS determines at what time and in what format (ICAO or 960 
ADEXP) to send the flight data (a copy of the FPL) to each controlling ATC Unit (within IFPZ).  961 

The IFPS also sends a copy of each valid message to the ETFMS in order that any relevant flow 962 
management restrictions may be applied to that flight as appropriate. 963 

 964 
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 965 
Figure 13: Flight Plan Distribution 966 

4.1.1.6 Flight Plan Update 967 

Currently, a flight plan update may be submitted via either a change (CHG) or a delay (DLA) 968 
message, depending on the flight plan data element that is being updated. A CHG message may 969 
update any data element of the flight plan, including the estimated off-block time (EOBT) and 970 
excluding the flight plan key fields i.e. the aircraft identification and the aerodromes of departure and 971 
destination. A DLA message may be sent to delay a flight i.e. update the EOBT to a later time 972 
compared to the original EOBT. Both the CHG and the DLA message may update the EOBT only to a 973 
later time. Updating the EOBT to an earlier time requires the transmission of a cancel (CNL) message 974 
followed by a new FPL. This procedure is known as the replacement flight plan procedure. The 975 
replacement flight plan procedure may also be used to update one of the key elements of a flight plan 976 
that cannot be otherwise modified as they are used by IFPS and its client systems for message 977 
association purposes.    978 

Similarly to flight plan messages, update messages which fail automatic processing may be 979 
automatically or manually rejected or submitted to manual processing. When processing is 980 
completed, the IFPS sends an acknowledgement message to indicate successful processing or a 981 
rejection message to notify the message originator that the message failed the processing. 982 
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4.1.2 New operating method  983 

4.1.2.1 Extended Flight Plan and associated update messages 984 

An Extended Flight Plan Message (EFPLM) is a flight plan message which, in addition to the ICAO 985 
defined flight plan information, includes also flight trajectory information in the form of a 4D trajectory 986 
(filed trajectory), as calculated by the operator of the flight, as well as Performance Data specific to 987 
the flight.  988 

The notion of Extended Flight Plan Message is introduced in this document only to make the 989 
difference, in terms of content, between a ‘simple’ Flight Plan Message and an “Extended” Flight Plan 990 
Message that, in addition to the “simple” Flight Plan Message contains additional information 991 
regarding the flight. The abbreviation EFPLM is created only for purpose of this document, in order to 992 
facilitate communication. It is not intended as a new message title.  993 

Equally the notion of “message” is used in this document to facilitate communication regarding the 994 
new operating method through analogy with the current “simple” flight plan and associated messages. 995 
The actual implementation may refer to a “flight data set” or any other similar term intended to 996 
describe the set of data associated to a flight and its planned operations. 997 

Extended flight plan and corresponding associated messages are intended to replace within the new 998 
operating method environment and therefore be sent instead of the current “simple” flight plan and 999 
associated messages. In other words, it will not be required to send to one given addressee both the 1000 
“simple” and the corresponding extended flight plan message. However it is expected that “simple” 1001 
flight plan messages will continue to be used, in parallel with their extended versions, by flight plan 1002 
originators that have not yet implemented extended flight plan messages. 1003 

An EFPLM contains the following sections of data: 1004 

• ICAO FPL data: all data to be provided in a filed flight plan as specified in the ICAO Doc 1005 
4444 and the IFPS Users Manual (for data items specific to the IFPS Zone), including the 1006 
Field 15 route information. 1007 

• 4D Trajectory (filed trajectory): AU calculated flight 4D trajectory as included in the 1008 
operational flight plan (OFP) of the flight.  1009 

• Flight Performance Data:  the climbing and descending capabilities of the aircraft specific 1010 
to the flight, taking into account the performance of the airframe that is used to operate the 1011 
flight as well as any other parameters that may influence it such as engine settings and 1012 
status, cost factor applied by the Airspace User. . 1013 

The climb and descent performance profiles are optimum and unconstrained climb and 1014 
descent profiles instantiated per flight that satisfy the following conditions: 1015 

a) Are calculated without taking into account constraints regarding the vertical evolution 1016 
of the flight such as route availability, RAD level restrictions, SID/STAR restrictions; 1017 

b) Are calculated in ISA (International Standard Atmosphere) conditions 1018 

c) Are provided up to the maximum cruising level acceptable for the flight (even if not 1019 
included in the flight plan). This would allow the recipient systems to generate 1020 
accurate trajectories for vertical re-routings above the highest requested cruising level 1021 
included in the filed flight plan. Performance profiles should be provided at least up to 1022 
the highest requested cruising level given in the EFPL;  1023 

d) Do not contain step-climbs and step-descents i.e. if the aircraft is planned to do an 1024 
initial climb to F350, then burn fuel during an hour of cruise, and then climb to F370, 1025 
these two consecutive climbs shall be glued together.  1026 

The following table describes each data item to be included in each data section of an extended flight 1027 
plan message: 1028 
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Similarly to an Extended Flight Plan Message, an Extended Flight Plan Update Message is based on 1046 
the equivalent ICAO flight plan update message to which the 4D trajectory of the flight and Flight 1047 
Performance Data are added, in case they are updated as well. It could be one of the following 1048 
messages: 1049 

Extended change message (ECHG) 1050 

An extended change message shall contain, as a minimum: 1051 

• Flight plan association data to allow the association of the message to the original flight 1052 
plan. The association data will depend on the message format and protocol used for the 1053 
data exchange. For example, in case of an exchange of flight plan data with IFPS using a 1054 
web based technology (such as the existing NM B2B services), the association data would 1055 
be the unique flight plan identification code allocated by IFPS to the flight upon reception of 1056 
the original Extended Flight Plan message (EFPLM). 1057 

• The data elements that are modified. In case they are modified, the 4D Trajectory and/or 1058 
Flight Performance Data, as defined in 4.1.2.1, shall be included as well. In case the Flight 1059 
Performance Data is modified, the corresponding updated 4D Trajectory shall be included. 1060 
The 4D Trajectory may be modified without the Flight Performance Data being modified as 1061 
well. 1062 

An extended change message may optionally repeat all data elements included in the original 1063 
extended flight plan message even if they are not updated.  This will depend on the data format and 1064 
protocol used for the exchange of data.  1065 

Extended delay message (EDLA) 1066 

An extended delay message shall contain, as a minimum: 1067 

• Flight plan association data to allow the association of the message to the original flight 1068 
plan. The association data will depend on the message format. For example, in case of an 1069 
exchange of flight plan data with IFPS using a web based technology (such as the existing 1070 
NM B2B services), the association data would be the unique flight plan identification code 1071 
allocated by IFPS to the flight upon reception of the original Extended Flight Plan message. 1072 

• The new estimated off-block time 1073 
• The new estimated off-block date, in case it is modified 1074 
• The updated 4D Trajectory (as defined in 4.1.2.1), in case it is modified due to the delay 1075 

An extended delay message may optionally repeat all data elements included in the original extended 1076 
flight plan message even if they are not updated.  This will depend on the data format and protocol 1077 
used for the exchange of data.  1078 

The notions of Extended Modification and Delay Messages are introduced only to make the 1079 
difference, in terms of content, with their equivalent ‘simple’ messages that contain less information. 1080 
The abbreviations ECHG and EDLA are created only for purpose of this document, in order to 1081 
facilitate communication. They are not intended as a new message titles. 1082 

4.1.2.2 Extended Flight Plan Filing 1083 

Operational procedures related to the filing of a flight plan are not changed by the introduction of 1084 
extended flight plans. The current procedures, as described in 4.1.1.2 will continue to be applicable.  1085 

However, due to the additional data that is included in an EFPL, the flight plan transmission format 1086 
and means will have to be reconsidered. The length of an EFPL message may be significantly greater 1087 
compared to current flight plan messages in either ICAO or ADEXP format. As a result, the AFTN and 1088 
SITA networks that are currently used for the transmission of flight plan messages may not be able 1089 
handle such longer messages. To accommodate the new information and make its transmission 1090 
possible, one solution is here proposed: 1091 

XML format through B2B connections 1092 
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Extended flight plan messages may be transmitted using SWIM web services available via the new 1093 
B2B interface with the NM. This means that the transmission of extended flight plans and associated 1094 
messages would be done using Internet based technologies for the data communication and a 1095 
corresponding new data exchange format such as XML, instead of the current AFTN and SITA 1096 
networks and text flight plan messages in ICAO format. 1097 

4.1.2.3 Initial Extended Flight Plan Validation 1098 

4.1.2.3.1 Overview 1099 

The following new steps or modifications to existing steps will be introduced as part of the Initial Flight 1100 
Plan Validation: 1101 

Syntax and semantics checking: The IFPS will validate the new data elements included in an 1102 
EFPLM, the 4D Trajectory and Performance Data, from a syntax and semantic point of view. 1103 

Extraction of flight performance data:  The IFPS will extract Flight Performance Data from the 1104 
EFPLM.  1105 

Sanity checks9:IFPS will compare the 4D Trajectory included in the EFPLM against the route 1106 
provided within the Field 15 of the same message for coherence.  1107 

Route Validation: The IFPS uses the EFPL 4D Trajectory within its own trajectory calculation that will 1108 
result in an accepted trajectory that is then used to perform the route validation. 1109 

Further details regarding the changes are provided in the following paragraphs.  1110 

4.1.2.3.2 Extraction of flight performance data  1111 

The figure below illustrates extraction of the flight performance data. It allows for different ways of 1112 
submitting the flight performance data within the Extended Flight Plan Message (EFPLM). 1113 

                                                      
9 At the moment of the release of the Step 1 BT final OSED (D56), this concept still in progress: The 2D sanity 
checking has become redundant, however, the flight level part of it seems to be still necessary.Flight level 
consistency rules between Field 15 and 4D trajectory should be further agreed. 
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 1114 
Figure 14: Extraction of flight performance data 1115 

The Flight Performance Data may be provided in the EFPLM in one of the following forms: 1116 

a. Climb and descent performance profiles: these are performance profiles instantiated per 1117 
flight, which represent a continuous (no intermediate steps) climb and descent profile up 1118 
to/from the maximum altitude achievable by the aircraft in ISA conditions. The 1119 
climb/descent rates and speeds can be derived from the climb/descent profiles. 1120 

b. Take-off Weight of aircraft (TOW): The BADA model contains 3 different climb 1121 
performance data sets corresponding to a minimum, a nominal and a maximum weight of 1122 
the aircraft. The NM will select the performance data set that corresponds to the take-off 1123 
weight of the aircraft. As the flight progresses the estimated weight of the aircraft at each 1124 
point of the route could be used to select a different performance data set from the BADA 1125 
model. 1126 

4.1.2.3.3 Sanity checks 1127 

Note: At the moment of the release of the Step 1 BT final OSED D56, this concept still remains under 1128 
discussion. 1129 

The purpose of the sanity checks is to ensure that the 4D Trajectory included in the Extended Flight 1130 
Plan Message (EFPLM) is coherent with other information provided in the ICAO FPL, specifically the 1131 
Field 15 route.  1132 

This checking is required because the Field 15 route will continue to be used by some of the IFPS 1133 
client systems such as ATC flight data processing systems to calculate the flight trajectory while IFPS 1134 
and other client systems will use the provided 4D Trajectory. It is therefore considered as important to 1135 
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This check is illustrated in the example in Figure 16. 1165 

 1166 

Figure 16 Example of coherence check between Field 15 and 4D Trajectory flight levels 1167 

4.1.2.3.4 Route Validation 1168 

The Route Validation will follow the same steps as per the current operations. However, the IFPS will 1169 
use the 4D trajectory submitted in the EFPLM (filed trajectory) within its trajectory calculation that will 1170 
result in an accepted trajectory i.e. a trajectory that takes into account the AU desired trajectory as 1171 
well as some additional ATC constraints. Thereafter, the accepted trajectory is used by IFPS to do the 1172 
validation.  1173 

In addition, aircraft equipment and capabilities related checks, such as the RVSM, 8.33 kHz radio 1174 
channel spacing or Mode S checking, will use the accepted trajectory to perform the checking. The 1175 
accepted trajectory will be used to determine the planned penetration by the flight of the various 1176 
airspaces that require certain levels of aircraft equipage and capabilities. 1177 

4.1.2.4 Extended Flight Plan Distribution 1178 

The IFPS will use the accepted trajectory to determine the list of flight plan addressees.  1179 

As far as the content of the distributed flight plan messages is concerned, some of the flight plan 1180 
message addressees might not be able to process an EFPL message and therefore may need to 1181 
continue receiving only the ICAO FPL data of the EFPL, as per the current operations. Therefore the 1182 
IFPS flight plan distribution process will have to be changed so that the content of the output flight 1183 
plan message is adapted to the capabilities/ requirements of each addressee. ATC units will be able 1184 
to choose between ‘simple’ content, containing only the ICAO flight plan data, and ‘extended’ content, 1185 
containing Extended FPL data. By default IFPS output flight plan messages will have ‘simple’ content. 1186 
This preference will be stored by IFPS and used to determine the content of the message, at the 1187 
moment the output flight plan message is created. 1188 

The modified flight plan distribution process in both scenarios is represented in the diagrams in Figure 1189 
17 where the impacted areas have been highlighted in red.    1190 

 1191 
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 1192 
Figure 17: Flight Plan Distribution 1193 

4.1.2.5 Extended Flight Plan Re-validation 1194 

As per the current operations, the IFPS revalidation process will regularly check the validity of 1195 
previously accepted flight plans against all IFPS validation criteria. For flights for which an EFPL was 1196 
received, EFPL data will be revalidated using the same validation logic as for the original EFPL.   1197 

Operational procedures related to the revalidation process as described in 4.1.1.4 will not be affected 1198 
by the introduction of the extended flight plan.  1199 

The content of the input flight plan and following update messages will change into their ‘extended’ 1200 
versions. Therefore, in order to update an EFPL that was suspended as a result of the IFPS 1201 
revalidation process, Airspace Users may submit an ECHG or EDLA message. 1202 
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4.1.2.6 Extended Flight Plan Update 1203 

The introduction of an extended flight plan in operations will involve the addition of new data elements 1204 
to the existing ICAO FPL data i.e. the accepted trajectory and/or flight specific Flight Performance 1205 
Data. The new data elements may trigger additional reasons for the transmission of a flight plan 1206 
update.  1207 

Updating an EFPL will have no impact on the current flight plan updating procedures as described in 1208 
4.1.1.6.  1209 

As indicated in 4.1.2.1, the content of flight plan update messages will be extended to include 4D 1210 
Trajectory and Flight Performance data.  1211 

The frequency of updates could potentially be increased due to the presence of new data elements 1212 
within an extended flight plan. However, in order to facilitate the implementation of the exchange of 1213 
4D Trajectory and Flight Performance information, as a first step of implementation, extended flight 1214 
plan updates should be sent only in those cases that currently require the transmission of a flight plan 1215 
update.  1216 

In other words, the current flight plan update process will remain unchanged and only the content of 1217 
the update messages will change to include 4D Trajectory and Flight Performance within every 1218 
update message. 1219 

Experience gained after the implementation of this first step as well as further studies and operational 1220 
trials will then be used to further evolve the flight plan update process to later on include additional 1221 
trigger events with the aim of maintaining at all times a common and accurate view of the planned 1222 
evolution of flights within the ATM Network. 1223 

4.1.2.7 Use of EFPL in ATFCM operations 1224 

As the current flight plan will be extended to include flight performance and 4D trajectory information, 1225 
not only an impact on flight planning procedures and systems is expected but on ATFCM operations 1226 
as well. 1227 

ATFCM operational improvements have been identified regarding the introduction of the following 1228 
data in the EFPL: 1229 

- The 4D trajectory submitted by the AUs will be used by the NM systems initially to compute 1230 
traffic counts in the different sectors. . 1231 

- Flight performance data. In the case of a recalculation of the trajectory by the NM systems (e.g. 1232 
in case of a the deviation of a flight in execution,or due to a change of  an allocated SID received 1233 
from a departure CDM airport ), the flight performance data is used to integrate in the calculation 1234 
both specific performance of the aircraft and AUs operation strategy. This will result in a 1235 
recalculated trajectory that is closer to the AUs trajectory. 1236 

As a consequence of this additional data (filed 4DT and improved recalculated trajectory), the use of 1237 
EFPL will have a positive impact on capacity (DCB) and efficiency (DCB measures) : 1238 

1. More accurate traffic demand predictions: the traffic prediction will be based on more accurate 1239 
trajectories improving the reliability of the entry and occupancy counts of the sectors: 1240 
Consequently, this will result in more reliable traffic counts allowing the DCB actors to apply 1241 
more accurate DCB measures, impacting less flights, and on more targeted time periods (STAM 1242 
measures, regulation, scenarios…) 1243 

2. With more reliable traffic and occupancy counts, the buffers used today for DCB can be reduced, 1244 
increasing network capacity 1245 

3. The improved alignment between AU trajectory and NM planning trajectory may improve 1246 
DCB collaborative processes (e.g. STAMs…) easing coordination between stakeholders. 1247 
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4. Thanks to EFPL, the AU elapsed times and those calculated by NM will be aligned in the planning 1248 
phase all along the significant points of the trajectory. This is a key enabler in support to target 1249 
time management.  1250 

5. Improvements on local and network complexity assessments11 triggered by a better 1251 
knowledge of 3D and speed profiles of the flights. In other words, complexity models will be based 1252 
on more rigorous and reliable indicators evaluating more accurately traffic complexity and 1253 
supporting decision making processes (thanks to all the available information in the EFPL e.g. 1254 
climbing and descending profiles). 1255 

6. Improvements on some DCB what-if functions (e.g. AOWIR reroute) 1256 

 1257 

                                                      
11 This OSED is not validating complexity indicators but their input in terms of accuracy and reliability. 
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4.2 Detailed Operational Scenarios / Use Cases 1258 

4.2.1 Operational Scenarios 1259 

4.2.1.1 Filing an EFPL Scenario  1260 

4.2.1.1.1 Scenario Summary 1261 

In the following scenario, an Airspace User submits an Extended Flight Plan Message (EFPLM) to the 1262 
IFPS. The EFPLM contains a 4D Trajectory and Flight Performance Data in addition to the ICAO flight 1263 
plan data. Following the validation of the Extended FPL (EFPL), the IFPS notifies the ATC units 1264 
concerned by the flight by sending them a copy of the accepted EFPLM or just of the ICAO data 1265 
included in the EFPL to the ATC units that cannot process the new 4D Trajectory and Flight 1266 
Performance data.  1267 

4.2.1.1.2 Additional Information and Assumptions 1268 

It is assumed that the IFPS is able to receive and process extended flight plan messages. The 1269 
Airspace User or his delegated representative for flight plan filing is able to submit extended flight plan 1270 
messages to IFPS.  At least one of the ATC units concerned by the flight is capable to receive and 1271 
process extended flight plan messages. Appropriate communication means, including message 1272 
format and exchange protocols, have been put in place in order to allow the exchange of extended 1273 
flight plan messages between the Airspace User, the IFPS, the ETFMS and ATC units.  1274 

Information regarding the preference of ATC units concerned by the flight in terms of flight plan 1275 
messages content (simple/extended) has previously been coordinated by the NM with each unit and 1276 
stored for usage by IFPS for flight plan distribution.    1277 

4.2.1.1.3 Operational Scenario 1278 

The Airspace User submits to the IFPS an EFPLM, which includes the 4D Trajectory of the flight- as 1279 
planned by the Airspace User and Flight Perfomance Data in addition to the ICAO data.. The 1280 
Airspace User ensures the EFPLM is an accurate representation of the flight intentions while 1281 
complying with the latest published information regarding the availability of air routes and routing 1282 
restrictions (RAD). The Airspace User may consider while generating his flight’s 4D trajectory 1283 
published Profile Tuning Restrictions (corresponding to ATC procedures such as LOA see §3.3.2.1).  1284 
The Airspace User may submit the EFPL directly to IFPS or it may delegate the flight plan submission 1285 
to a third party, e.g.: Airport Reporting Office, handling agent, computerized flight plan service 1286 
provider. 1287 

The IFPS validates the EFPL. As part of the validation process, IFPS checks that the flight is 1288 
compliant with the route and airspace availability, the routing restrictions (RAD) and the direct routing 1289 
limits collected from States and Air Navigation Services Providers.  IFPS also checks that the EFPL is 1290 
compliant with aircraft equipment or capability requirements such as the 8.33 kHz radio and RVSM 1291 
equipage and flight planning requirements for the airspace crossed by the flight in the IFPS Zone. In 1292 
this scenario, it is assumed the EFPL complies with the IFPS validation criteria. Therefore it is 1293 
deemed by IFPS as ‘valid’. 1294 

The IFPS notifies the Airspace User of the result of the validation process. The notification is done 1295 
using existing IFPS operational reply messages. In this scenario, as the validation process resulted 1296 
into a valid EFPL, IFPS sends an acknowledgement message to the originator of the flight plan and, if 1297 
different from the flight plan originator, to the Airspace User. In the EFPL reply message NM includes 1298 
the 4D trajectory as calculated by NM as well as the PTRs applied by NM to the flight trajectory. The 1299 
AU may generate a new 4D trajectory taking into account the PTRs received and send an updated 1300 
EFPL. 1301 

The IFPS distributes the accepted EFPL to ATC units concerned by the flight and to the ETFMS. The 1302 
IFPS sends an EFPL only to ATC units that have previously indicated that they want to receive 1303 
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extended flight plan messages. IFPS sends to all other ATC units concerned by the flight only a copy 1304 
of the ICAO flight plan data included in the EFPL, as a ‘simple’ FPL message.  1305 

Once validated, the EFPL information is transmitted to DCB systems allowing improvement of traffic 1306 
prediction in airspaces and airports in support to DCB and complexity management processes. The 1307 
EFPL information is used by NM to calculate the network planning trajectory (estimated trajectory by 1308 
NM –through ETFMS- in short term planning phase) that is as close as possible to the 4D trajectory 1309 
as calculated by the Airspace User. This allows an identification of ATFCM restrictions and hotspots 1310 
impacting the flight that is more consistent with the flight intention.  1311 

Later on, the AU decides to use an NM what-if function dedicated to airspace users to search for a 1312 
route that can reduce or avoid the ATFCM delay. The NM what-if function uses the Flight 1313 
performance data or take-off weight provided within the EFPL to calculate trajectories associated to 1314 
the different route options. The AU selects one of the routes taking into account the associated 1315 
ATFCM information (delay) provided by NM and uses its flight planning system to regenerate a 4D 1316 
trajectory and re-file an Extended Flight Plan in accordance.12In the execution phase, a deviation from 1317 
the planned trajectory is detected (e.g. a direct has been given by a controller in the climbing phase). 1318 
The DCB process recalculates a trajectory from the current position of the flight using flight specific 1319 
performance data information or take-off weight information included in the EFPL. Traffic and 1320 
occupancy counts are updated accordingly as input to the network monitoring tasks of flow and local 1321 
traffic managers’. 1322 

4.2.1.2 Airspace Closure Scenario 1323 

4.2.1.2.1 Scenario Summary 1324 

In the following scenario, an Airspace Management Cell closes an airspace within its area of 1325 
responsibility in order to reserve it for a military activity. The airspace closure makes invalid the flight 1326 
plan of a flight that was planned to fly through this airspace and has previously been accepted by 1327 
IFPS as an EFPL. As a result of the invalidation of the EFPL, the IFPS suspends the flight and 1328 
informs the Airspace User operating the flight about the suspension. The Airspace User then reacts 1329 
by updating the EFPL in order to make the EFPL valid again by filing a new route that takes into 1330 
account the change in airspace availability. 1331 

4.2.1.2.2 Additional Information and Assumptions 1332 

It is assumed that the IFPS is able to receive and process extended flight plan messages. The 1333 
Airspace User or his delegated representative for flight plan filing is able to submit extended flight plan 1334 
messages to IFPS.  At least one of the ATC units concerned by the flight is capable to receive and 1335 
process extended flight plan messages. Appropriate communication means, including message 1336 
format and exchange protocols, have been put in place in order to allow the exchange of extended 1337 
flight plan messages between the Airspace User, the IFPS, the ETFMS and ATC units. 1338 

Information regarding the preference of ATC units concerned by the flight in terms of flight plan 1339 
messages content (simple/extended) has previously been coordinated by NM with each unit and 1340 
stored for usage by IFPS for flight plan distribution.  1341 

4.2.1.2.3 Operational Scenario 1342 

An Airspace Management Cell (AMC) temporary allocates an airspace of its jurisdiction to a military 1343 
activity  The AMC published the closure of airspace as well as the closure of all route segments that 1344 
traverse the closed airspace.   1345 

The IFPS identifies, as a result of the flight plan revalidation process, a flight that was planned to 1346 
operate within the closed airspace and for which the flight plan was filed with IFPS as an EFPL. Due 1347 
to the airspace closure, the EFPL becomes invalid. IFPS marks the flight as being ‘suspended’. 1348 

                                                      
12 This is a Step 1 scenario. In Step 2, the AU will have access to NM what-if functions through system-to-system 
interactions and will provide the EFPL- including the 4D trajectory - as input to the what-if (instead of a route). 
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The IFPS notifies the EFPL originator, the Airspace User operating the flight and the ATC units in 1349 
charge of the departure aerodrome of the flight suspension. The notification is done via a flight 1350 
suspension message (FLS) transmitted by the ETFMS, that is informed by IFPS of the invalid flight 1351 
plan. The IFPS includes a list of detected errors within the notification message. 1352 

The Airspace User transmits a flight plan update to IFPS containing a new route that avoids the 1353 
closed airspace. The flight plan update is sent in the form of an extended change message (ECHG) 1354 
that includes the new 4D Trajectory of the flight, as calculated by the Airspace User and the latest 1355 
aircraft Performance data specific to the flight. 1356 

The IFPS validates the ECHG in order to ensure the updated route of the flight is valid while avoiding 1357 
the closed airspace. The IFPS applies the same validation criteria as for the original EFPL. In this 1358 
scenario, it is assumed the ECHG complies with the IFPS validation criteria. It is therefore deemed by 1359 
IFPS as ‘valid’. IFPS marks the flight as being ‘de-suspended’.  1360 

The IFPS notifies the EFPL originator, the Airspace User operating the flight and the ATC units in 1361 
charge of the departure aerodrome of the flight de-suspension. The notification is done via a flight de-1362 
suspension message (DES) transmitted by the ETFMS, that is informed by IFPS that the flight plan 1363 
has become valid again.  1364 

The IFPS distributes the accepted ECHG to ATC units concerned by the flight and to the ETFMS. The 1365 
IFPS sends an ECHG only to ATC units that have previously indicated that they want to receive 1366 
extended flight plan messages. IFPS sends to all other ATC units concerned by the flight only a copy 1367 
of the ICAO flight plan data included in the ECHG, as a ‘simple’ CHG message. 1368 

 1369 

4.2.2 Use Cases 1370 

4.2.2.1 Use cases overview 1371 

This section analyses the different use cases derived from the operational scenarios described in the 1372 
previous section.  1373 

The following use cases have been identified:  1374 

• UC1: EFPL validation 1375 
• UC2: EFPL re-validation 1376 
• UC3: EFPL distribution 1377 
• UC4: EFPL update 1378 

4.2.2.2 UC1: EFPL validation 1379 

4.2.2.2.1 Scope 1380 

System, black-box. 1381 

4.2.2.2.2 Level 1382 

User Goal 1383 

4.2.2.2.3 Planning Level/Flight Phase 1384 

Flight Planning 1385 

4.2.2.2.4 Summary 1386 

The goal is to submit and validate an Extended FPL Message (EFPLM) associated to a single flight. 1387 

4.2.2.2.5 Actors 1388 
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Airspace User (primary) - wants to submit and validate the EFPL 1389 

4.2.2.2.6 Preconditions 1390 

Extended flight plan messages are known and used by both the Airspace User and the IFPS. 1391 

4.2.2.2.7 Post-conditions 1392 

a. Success end state 1393 

The EFPL is accepted and acknowledged by the IFPS and the successful filing is logged by the IFPS. 1394 

b. Failed end state 1395 

The EFPLM fails the validation process of the IFPS and a rejection message is sent to the Airspace 1396 
User. 1397 

4.2.2.2.8 Notes 1398 

In this use case it is assumed that no manual processing will take place. 1399 

4.2.2.2.9 Trigger 1400 

The use case starts when the Airspace User sends an EFPLM to the IFPS. 1401 

4.2.2.2.10 Main Flow 1402 
1. The Airspace User submits an EFPLM to the IFPS. 1403 
2. The IFPS validates the EFPLM based on the provided 4D Trajectory included in the EFPL. 1404 
3. The Use Case ends when the IFPS sends an acknowledgement message (ACK) to the 1405 

Airspace User. 1406 

4.2.2.2.11 Failure Flows 1407 

 [2], [4] - The IFPS detects errors in the EFPL 1408 

4. The IFPS finds errors in the EFPL. 1409 
5. The Use Case ends when the IFPS sends a REJ message to the Airspace User. 1410 

4.2.2.3 UC2: EFPL re-validation 1411 

4.2.2.3.1 Scope 1412 

System, black-box.  1413 

4.2.2.3.2 Level 1414 

User Goal 1415 

4.2.2.3.3 Planning Level/Flight Phase 1416 

Flight Planning 1417 

4.2.2.3.4 Summary 1418 

The goal is to re-validate an EFPL after an airspace/route availability update. 1419 

4.2.2.3.5 Actors 1420 

Airspace Management Cell (primary) 1421 
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• wants to temporary allocate an airspace of its jurisdiction for a specific activity. 1422 

Airspace User (primary)  1423 

• wants to be notified when a previously submitted EFPL is no longer valid. 1424 
• wants to update a suspended EFPL so that it becomes valid again. 1425 

4.2.2.3.6 Preconditions 1426 

The Airspace User has filed an EFPL that was accepted and stored by the NM. 1427 

Airspace and route availability status is known to the NM and the Airspace User. 1428 

4.2.2.3.7 Post-conditions 1429 

a. Success end state 1430 

The EFPL is updated in the NM and it is compliant with the airspace/route availability update. 1431 

b. Failed end state 1432 

The EFPL is not updated and remains in state “suspended” 1433 

4.2.2.3.8 Notes 1434 

None. 1435 

4.2.2.3.9 Trigger 1436 

The use case starts upon reception of a notification message from an AMC regarding the temporary 1437 
allocation of an airspace within its jurisdiction for a specific activity, for a given time period. 1438 

4.2.2.3.10Main Flow 1439 
1. The Airspace Management Cell notifies the NM about a temporary airspace closure. 1440 
2. The NM searches for flights that are planned to operate through the closed airspace based on 1441 

the  accepted trajectory 1442 
3. The NM detects an invalid EFPL due to the airspace closure. 1443 
4. The NM marks the EFPL as suspended. 1444 
5. The NM notifies the Airspace User and ATC about the flight suspension. 1445 
6. The Airspace User sends an update via an ECHG/EDLA message  1446 
7. The NM validates the ECHG/EDLA message based on the  accepted trajectory 1447 
8. The NM notifies the Airspace User and ATC about the de-suspension of the flight 1448 
9. The NM transmits the ECHG/EDLA message to ATC. 1449 
10. The Use Case ends when the NM sends an acknowledgement message (ACK) for the 1450 

ECHG/EDLA message to the Airspace User. 1451 

[3] - The NM finds no invalid EFPL 1452 

11. The NM detects no invalid EFPL due to the airspace closure. 1453 
12. The flow ends. 1454 

 [6] – The Airspace User cancels the EFPL 1455 

13. The NM sends an acknowledgement message (ACK) for the cancellation message to the 1456 
Airspace User and it notifies the Airspace User about the de-suspension of the flight 1457 

14. The NM transmits the cancellation message to ATC. 1458 
15. The Airspace User submits a new EFPLM. 1459 
16. The flow continues at UC1 step 1 1460 
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4.2.2.3.11 Failure Flows 1461 

 [7] – The NM finds errors in the ECHG/EDLA message 1462 

17. The NM finds errors in the submitted ECHG/EDLA message. 1463 
18. The Use Case ends when the NM transmits a REJ message to the Airspace User. 1464 

4.2.2.4 UC3: EFPL/ECHG/EDLA distribution 1465 

4.2.2.4.1 Scope 1466 

System, black-box. 1467 

4.2.2.4.2 Level 1468 

User Goal 1469 

4.2.2.4.3 Planning Level/Flight Phase 1470 

Flight Planning 1471 

4.2.2.4.4 Summary 1472 

The goal is to distribute a copy of a valid EFPL/ECHG/EDLA associated to a flight to the ATM actors 1473 
concerned by that particular flight. 1474 

4.2.2.4.5 Actors 1475 

ATC Unit (primary) - wants to receive a valid flight plan and associated updates for each flight that is 1476 
planned to operate within its area of responsibility  1477 

ETFMS (primary) - wants to receive a flight plan and associated updates for all flights within the NM 1478 
area of responsibility. 1479 

4.2.2.4.6 Preconditions 1480 

The IFPS has validated the EFPL/ECHG/EDLA which contains ICAO data, a 4D Trajectory and Flight 1481 
Performance Data. 1482 

Some of the ATC Units concerned by the flight are able to process extended flight plan messages 1483 
whereas others support only ‘simple’ flight plan messages. The ATC Units capabilities are known to 1484 
the IFPS. 1485 

4.2.2.4.7 Post-conditions 1486 

a. Success end state 1487 

The flight plan information included in the EFPL/ECHG/EDLA is available to all concerned ATC Units 1488 
and ETFMS. 1489 

b. Failed end state 1490 

The flight plan information is not made available to at least one of the ATC Units concerned by the 1491 
flight or to ETFMS. 1492 

4.2.2.4.8 Notes 1493 

None. 1494 

4.2.2.4.9 Trigger 1495 

The use case starts when the IFPS considers an EFPL/ECHG/EDLA as valid. 1496 
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4.2.2.4.10  Main Flow 1497 
1. The IFPS builds the list of ATC Units to be notified analysing the airspace penetration of the 1498 

accepted trajectory 1499 
2. The IFPS determines the ATC Units included in the list of addressees that support extended 1500 

flight plan messages processing. 1501 
3. The IFPS determines the ATC Units included in the list of addressees that support ‘simple’ 1502 

flight plan messages processing. 1503 
4. The IFPS submits a copy of the EFPL/ECHG/EDLA to ATC Units included in the list of 1504 

addressees that support extended flight plan messages processing and to ETFMS. 1505 
5. The IFPS submits a copy of the ICAO flight plan data included in the EFPL/ECHG/EDLA to 1506 

ATC Units included in the list of addressees that support ‘simple’ flight plan messages 1507 
processing. 1508 

6. The Use Case ends when the IFPS has distributed the flight plan or associated update to all 1509 
concerned ATC Units and ETFMS. 1510 

4.2.2.4.11 Failure Flows 1511 

  [1] -  The IFPS builds the list of ATC Units to be notified by analysing the airspace penetration 1512 
of the accepted 4D Trajectory but one of the ATC Units concerned by the flight is not included 1513 
in the list 1514 

7. The concerned ATC Unit that has not received a flight plan for the flight receives an estimate 1515 
for the flight from the previous ATC Unit. 1516 

8. The concerned ATC Unit transmits a request for flight plan data to IFPS. 1517 
9. The IFPS responds to the request by transmitting the available flight plan data to the ATC 1518 

Unit either in the form of a ‘simple’ FPL message or as an EFPL, depending on the content of 1519 
the flight plan data preferences stored within IFPS for that ATC Unit. 1520 

10. The Use Case continues at step 2. 1521 

4.2.2.5 UC4: EFPL update 1522 

4.2.2.5.1 Scope 1523 

System, black-box. 1524 

4.2.2.5.2 Level 1525 

User Goal 1526 

4.2.2.5.3 Planning Level/Flight Phase 1527 

Flight Planning 1528 

4.2.2.5.4 Summary 1529 

The goal is to update a previously submitted EFPL containing ICAO data, a 4D Trajectory and Flight 1530 
Performance Data. 1531 

4.2.2.5.5 Actors 1532 

Airspace User (primary) wants to update an EFPL. 1533 

4.2.2.5.6 Preconditions 1534 

In the main flow, the Airspace User has filed an EFPL that was accepted and stored by the IFPS. 1535 
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The flight plan update procedures including the use of Extended CHG (ECHG) and Extended DLA 1536 
(EDLA) messages as well as the flight plan replacement procedure are known to the IFPS and the 1537 
Airspace User. 1538 

4.2.2.5.7 Post-conditions 1539 

a. Success end state 1540 

The EFPL is updated in the IFPS. 1541 

b. Failed end state 1542 

The EFPL is not updated in the IFPS. 1543 

4.2.2.5.8 Notes 1544 

None. 1545 

4.2.2.5.9 Trigger 1546 

The use case starts when the Airspace User decides to update part of the data included in previously 1547 
submitted and accepted EFPL. 1548 

4.2.2.5.10  Main Flow 1549 
1. The Airspace User sends an update via and ECHG/EDLA message.  1550 
2. The IFPS validates the ECHG/EDLA message based on the accepted trajectory in the 1551 

ECHG/EDLA message. 1552 
3. The use case ends when the IFPS sends an acknowledgement message (ACK) for the 1553 

ECHG/EDLA message to the Airspace User. 1554 

4.2.2.5.11   Alternative Flows 1555 

 1556 

 [1] – The Airspace user cancels the EFPL 1557 

4. The Airspace User cancels the EFPL via a CNL message. 1558 
5. The NM transmits the CNL message to ATC 1559 
6. The Airspace User submits a new EFPLM to IFPS. 1560 
7. The flow continues at UC1 step 2. 1561 

4.2.2.5.12  Failure Flows 1562 

 [5], [7] – The IFPS finds errors in the ECHG/EDLA or CNL message 1563 

8. The Use Case ends when the IFPS transmits a REJ message to the Airspace User. 1564 

4.3 Requirements for extended flight plan services 1565 

Note 1: Requirements based on concepts out of the PCP scope will be explicitly mentioned as non-1566 
PCP requirements in their rationale field, i.e. they are not part of the solution #37 (AUO-0203-A). 1567 

Note 2: Some of the validation statuses in this section have been modified according to results 1568 
gathered in Step 1 EFPL Validation Report [13] (section 4.1).Only requirements reaching V3 maturity 1569 
in an exercise were modified to <Validated> status. Otherwise, they remain <In Progress>. 1570 

Note 3: EFPL requirements are compliant with SWIM services [30] 1571 
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5 Demand data management in Medium term planning 1693 

5.1 Detailed Operating Method 1694 

5.1.1 Previous / New Operating Method - overview (scheduled 1695 
traffic) 1696 

The following diagram provides an overview of current operating methods. Explanations are 1697 
developed in the next section. Boxes in Light blue colour illustrate the scope of the 7.6.2 project, 1698 
while the green or white boxes illustrate related activities but in the scope of other projects. 1699 

Only the activities fully included in the M-T planning temporal scope (illustrated with a salmon box in 1700 
background) have to be considered for this specific topic. 1701 

 1702 
Figure 18: Current operating method 1703 

 1704 

The next diagram illustrates the anticipated evolutions: the dark blue colour is used to identify 1705 
evolutions in the scope of the 7.6.2 project. 1706 

Dotted outlines ----- used in current method diagram where replaced by continuous outlines ―― in 1707 
the new method diagram, illustrate increased robustness / accuracy as a result from earlier visibility 1708 
on traffic demand data originating from airspace users during the M-T planning phase. 1709 
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 1710 
Figure 19: New operating method 1711 

5.1.2 Current operating method – description 1712 

Current operating is illustrated on Figure 18. Two roles are more specifically addressed, the airspace 1713 
users role (the commercial / schedule department role and the operational centre role) and the 1714 
network manager (NM) role, while keeping in background specific roles at Airports and ATC, as 1715 
contributors to the traffic demand management process during the M-T planning phase. 1716 

5.1.2.1 Airspace users - Schedule department and operational centre 1717 

Flight demand data management is a process initiated by commercial / schedules departments, from 1718 
12 to 6 months before each new season:  initial scheduled programmes are defined per season, 1719 
mainly for internal business planning purposes and for the coordination with airports (in particular for 1720 
the airport slots coordination). From about 3 months before the new season starts, initial schedules 1721 
are published with some revisions applied later until during the season. 1722 
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For the winter season in Europe, starting end of October and finishing end of March, initial flight 1723 
schedules (without airport slot confirmation) become available in early July. Flight schedules which 1724 
match airport slots become available in early September. By that time, about 80% of the legs are 1725 
valid. Early October, 95 % of flight schedules (with airport slot confirmation) are stable and the 1726 
remaining 5% are changed during the season. 1727 

For the summer season in Europe, starting end of March and finishing end of October, initial flight 1728 
schedules (without airport slot confirmation) become available in early December. Flight schedules 1729 
which match airport slots become available Early February, with about 80% of valid legs. 1730 

Mid February, about 90% of the legs are stable. A slightly higher percentage of planned legs (10%) 1731 
are updated during the season, as the summer season is longer a higher number of adaptations, i.e. 1732 
for charter, are required. 1733 

At early stage of the M-T planning (before the season start), the involvement of the FOC remains 1734 
usually limited to ad hoc consultations, specifically required when new city pairs or new aircraft types 1735 
are added in the FOC programme. They provide support for validating the feasibility and the viability 1736 
of the planned schedules with flight time derived from nominal preferred routing calculation and from 1737 
aircraft type performances. 1738 

The “Flight schedules” terminology is used to designate a limited set of flight data elements, namely: 1739 
the commercial flight identifier, the aerodromes of departure (ADEP) and destination (ADES), the 1740 
scheduled departure and arrival times, the aircraft type determining the transport capacity, the block-1741 
time (statistical estimates). 1742 

Flight schedules, also named commercial flight plans and expressed in IATA format, are  managed 1743 
and published  by the commercial / schedule departments, mainly for commercial purposes (sales of 1744 
passengers tickets) and for the planning coordination  with airports.  1745 

For AUs still using RPLs, their operational flight planning department produces repetitive flight plans 1746 
with a 2D route description. RPLs are delivered, in ICAO format, to the NM central function, during the 1747 
last month preceding the season start. During the season, updates to RPLs are communicated when 1748 
required (mainly to cover changes in the 2D route induced by the new AIRAC and changes to flight 1749 
schedules). 1750 

For the vast majority of AUs not using RPLs, the transfer of responsibility  between the schedule 1751 
department and flight operations department takes place  about 72 hours before the effective flight 1752 
(from 3 days to 24 hours):  operational flight plans are produced by the flight operations departments,  1753 
from indications communicated in the commercial flight plans. In most airlines, ATC flight plan (also 1754 
named FPL) is derived from operational flight plan. The FPL is delivered to the central NM function in 1755 
charge of its checking and its distribution to the involved ATM actors.  1756 

Important to note in current method, that ATM actors are not aware of the flight demand planned and 1757 
managed by scheduled airlines in coordination with airports, during the M-T planning phase: indeed, 1758 
the vast majority of FPLs are delivered to the NM only in the last 10 hours before the effective flight. 1759 

The invoked reason by Airlines: ATC flight plan (FPL) is derived from operational flight plan, the one 1760 
which is mandatory to calculate the regulatory minimum fuel to be loaded to operate a flight. To have 1761 
a maximum accuracy, so a safe but minimum fuel to load, it is important that the influencing 1762 
parameters are known, and with a maximum accuracy. So, the calculations are made at a time where 1763 
registration of aircraft, upper wind, provisional load, and other operational parameters are known, with 1764 
a minimum lead time of 3 hours. 1765 
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Similarly, available M-T capacity forecasts have limited accuracy, partly due to the lack of reliable 1802 
traffic demand forecasts during the M-T planning phase. 1803 

A plan built on historical situations with limited view on the future demand can not guarantee efficient 1804 
allocation of resources expected from the DCB processes nor the best adequacy with airspaces users 1805 
needs. 1806 

In the medium term planning phase, NM performs estimated trajectories based on AU’s flight 1807 
intentions (ADES – ADEP) with assigned trajectory derived from historical route data or using either a 1808 
route generation tool (such as NM pathfinder tool) or a statistical route catalogue. 1809 

 1810 

5.1.3 New operating method – description 1811 

As illustrated on Figure 19, the new method proposes to share commercial flight plans, allocated 1812 
airport slot and Airlines preferred routing information with ATM actors, to support a better informed 1813 
collaborative planning, as early as possible. 1814 

The goal is to derive more reliable traffic forecasts needed to support operational use cases 1815 
participating to the elaboration of the network operation plan (NOP). It is required for producing more 1816 
accurate M-T capacity forecasts (seasonal capacity plans, monthly rostering and pre-tactical sector 1817 
opening configurations better fitting the planned traffic) and for developing less impacting DCB 1818 
measures with better informed decisions taken in collaboration with airspace users.  1819 

More reliable traffic forecast is based on the concept of historical traffic demand data enriched with 1820 
early collected information about future flights. This concept of “enrichment” is further described in 1821 
project 13.02.03. 1822 

The rest of the section will address the following key questions:  1823 

• The targeted flight data elements proposed to be collected in medium term planning phase. 1824 
• The anticipated evolutions in the roles of actors involved in the management of the flight 1825 

data elements. 1826 

5.1.3.1 The targeted flight data elements proposed to be collected in M-T 1827 
planning phase  1828 

Commercial flight plan: 1829 

Commercial flight plan encompasses schedule data produced on a seasonal basis, by schedule 1830 
departments. It may be revised and fined-tuned throughout the season. 1831 

It is assumed that data elements currently used in the commercial flight plan represent the minimum 1832 
data set expected for the new method, namely: 1833 

• Commercial Flight designator (Airline designator and Flight Number); 1834 
• Period of operation (from / to Dates); 1835 
• Days of operations (operated days in the week: e.g., 12…67); 1836 
• Service type (type of flights: e.g., J for scheduled passenger service); 1837 
• Aircraft Type; 1838 
• Stations (ADEP / ADES) & passenger Terminal (if applicable); 1839 
• Schedule Time of Aircraft Departure and Arrival; 1840 
• Block time (statistical estimates). 1841 

Additional technical elements may be useful, and in particular: 1842 

• Code sharing & operating carrier; 1843 
• Onward flight designator (Flight designator of the next leg ensured by the same aircraft). 1844 
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In the current method, a flight may be composed of different legs. From there, the need for properly 1845 
and unambiguously instantiating each leg. 1846 

For more details on standard data elements composing IATA standard schedules records, see 1847 
chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 of the IATA Standard Schedules Information Manual [24] 1848 

Expected originator: schedule department 1849 

Allocated Airport slots: 1850 

Applicable to flights liaising at least one coordinated airport (departure and/or destination), allocated 1851 
airport slot data is the result of the airport slot coordination conducted between airspace users and the 1852 
airport slot coordinators. 1853 

For more details on data elements composing IATA standard schedules records, see chapter 6 of the 1854 
IATA Standard Schedules Information Manual, about the airport coordination / schedule movement 1855 
procedure 1856 

Expected originator: airport slot coordinators, once the allocation is confirmed 1857 

Flight ID- Bridge information between commercial and operational flight identification: 1858 

Bridge information between IATA and ICAO flight designators is required to facilitate the matching 1859 
between a) commercial flight identifier used for commercial flight plans, schedules and allocated 1860 
airport slots and b) the operational flight identifiers used by ATM operations and communicated in 1861 
ATC flight plans. 1862 

It is required to build a consistent view of the flight by consolidating and managing commercial and 1863 
operational information delivered by different originators (Airlines schedule departments, Airport slot 1864 
coordinators) about the same flight. 1865 

Airlines preferred routings: 1866 

Airlines preferred routings correspond route preferences defined per city pair, as output of an initial 1867 
route analysis performed by flight operation departments when required to assess the operational 1868 
feasibility of new schedules and the broad commercial viability of a proposed aircraft type. 1869 

The results of the initial route analysis are passed to the commercial/schedule department where the 1870 
initial schedule is assessed for commercial suitability, to complete the portfolio of existing research on 1871 
the proposed city-pair. 1872 

An initial route analysis is performed at early stage of the planning, taking into account airlines 1873 
business preferences, nominal aircraft performance, nominal useful load, en-route charges elements, 1874 
statistical values for low predictable factors (statistical winds).  Its output (see illustration on Figure 21) 1875 
can be seen as the first iteration of the network planning trajectory (nominal preferred routing), 1876 
providing basic information such as aircraft type, departure & destination airports, flight time, nominal 1877 
useful load, 2D lateral route and 3D vertical profile. 1878 
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 1879 
Figure 21: Initial route analysis illustration 1880 

 1881 

When the season is starting, this information may change at any given moment during the planning 1882 
phase. It is the reference on which both commercial and performance assumptions are based within 1883 
the airline during the planning phase.  1884 

Important to note that the operational flight plan and the derived ATC flight plan produced a few hours 1885 
before the effective flight could be different without prior notice, as the result of the flight optimisation 1886 
process performed by Airlines on the day of operation. 1887 

However, the provision of early trajectory information has the potential to significantly improve the 1888 
accuracy and stability of the demand picture available to ground actors such as Network 1889 
Management, during the medium- term planning phase. User preferred routing information should 1890 
also allow increasing the efficiency of the processes of definition and selection of pre-defined ATFCM 1891 
scenarios thanks to better understanding of airspace users preferences. 1892 

With a non-negligible workload, airlines could be able to deliver preferred routes and, based on 1893 
statistical values, usage of these routes inclusive profile for European flights and some long-haul 1894 
flights. It would not be necessarily linked to a specific flight, but could be defined by the AU for a 1895 
combined city pairs, aircraft type and time period (e.g week day/ night / week-ends). 1896 

Considering that the nominal preferred routing is the result of an internal balance between different 1897 
cost elements (flight time, fuel cost, en-route charges,…), it could be useful for Airlines to express 1898 
different options, with some ranking indications: a primary nominal routing and, optionally for medium 1899 
and some long hauls, secondary preferred routing options. Those elements will be developed in the 1900 
context of Step 2 activities. 1901 

5.1.3.2 Anticipated evolutions linked to improved flight intents collection in 1902 
M-T planning phase  1903 

The table below provides an overview of activities and actors directly and indirectly contributing to or 1904 
benefiting from flight intent collections in M-T planning phase. Elements with a grey background refer 1905 
to dependencies outside the scope of the 7.6.2 project:  1906 
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route predictions (by adding NPR in the route catalogues used by PREDICT to assign a route 1929 
to new intentions). 1930 
The NPR routes added to the route catalogue will aim at more accurate routing prediction 1931 
when enriching historical traffic samples with early flight intents to generate traffic demand 1932 
forecasts used in the pre-tactical DCB process. 1933 

 UC b: Use of NPR for rerouting proposal 1934 
The Nominal Preferred Routes representing airspace user preferences will be taken into 1935 
account by the NM when proposing a rerouting for a flight. 1936 
This use case has two subcategories: 1937 
 UCb1: The rerouting proposals to solve a DCB issue, trying to propose routes as close as 1938 

possible to the user’s preferences to off-load the congested sectors 1939 
 UCb2: The rerouting proposals to improve flight efficiency by offering more direct routes 1940 

making use of the available CDRs, when changes in the CDR availability make possible 1941 
the use of a shorter NPR option 1942 

 UC c: Impact assessment of rerouting scenario 1943 
The Nominal Preferred Routes representing airspace user preferences will be used as 1944 
reference when assessing the impact of pre-defined RR/FL scenarios. The NM will assess the 1945 
impact of pre-defined DCB measures against nominal preferred routing and coordinate the 1946 
effect with AUs.  1947 

 1948 

However, as stated before in 2.2.3.2.1, only the first use case (a)has been considered in VP-715: 1949 

• Usage of NPR to improve traffic demand prediction 1950 

5.2 Detailed Operational Scenarios / Use Cases 1951 

5.2.1 Operational Scenario 1952 

5.2.1.1 Scenario Overview: 1953 

The scenario describes traffic demand management based on early flight intents exchanged during 1954 
the M-T planning, as envisaged for in the context of short-term evolution.. 1955 

The operational goal is to provide the Network Management Function with early visibility on early flight 1956 
intents for scheduled traffic, using scheduled data, allocated airport slots and preferred routing 1957 
information. 1958 
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 1959 
Figure 22: Improved demand management in the scheduling phase (quick-win evolution) 1960 

The scenario is composed of the following activities: 1961 

• Airlines / Schedule Departments and Airport Operations Support Units share with the 1962 
Network Manager Function data about schedules and allocated airport slot data, by 1963 
extending data flows already in use. 1964 

• Airlines (Operational Centre) share with the Network Manager Function ‘Nominal Preferred 1965 
Routing” information for the scheduled flights they intend to operate. 1966 

• The Network Management Function receives, from concerned airlines and airports units, 1967 
multi-sources information about schedules, airport slots and nominal preferred routing.  1968 

• The Network Management Function consolidates received information and complements it 1969 
with predictions based on statistical data, in order to produce 4D trajectory estimates in the 1970 
scheduling phase. Resulting consolidation and the generated 4D trajectory estimates will 1971 
describe users preferences about schedules and routing. 1972 

• Airlines, Airports and the Network Management Function will use users preferences for 1973 
assessing the DCB measures impact on preferred routing, schedules and allocated airport 1974 
slots. This will facilitate the coordination of route options and the identification of DCB 1975 
measures with less impact on airport operations. 1976 

5.2.1.2 Nominal Preferred Routing - description 1977 

Definition: nominal preferred routing describes user preferences about intended routing for a given 1978 
airport pair, a given aircraft type, in nominal conditions. 1979 

Required information: as a minimum, the routing information shall be composed of: 1980 
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• A 2D route description, with speed and level indications.  1981 
• The 2D route begins and ends with the connecting points of the SID and the STAR and the 1982 

codes of the liaised airports 1983 
• The use of DCT is allowed where accepted in the RAD 1984 
• The use of CDR1 or CDR2 route portions is allowed 1985 
• No stay indicator shall be included  1986 

Routing options and applicability conditions: 1987 

• Where different route is required /envisaged, during week, weekend and night, to satisfy 1988 
users preferences or imposed restrictions,  several routes options shall be described with 1989 
the applicability conditions 1990 

Nominal conditions:  1991 

• Meteorological conditions: statistical winds models in use by the flight planning system of 1992 
AUs. 1993 

• Requested routes shall respect time and level restrictions including those in the RAD at the 1994 
time of the processing or required due to 8.33kHz and RVSM checking. 1995 

Granularity level: 1996 

• Defines the way the nominal preferred routing (NPR) has to be described. Several 1997 
granularity options shall be considered, namely: 1998 

o “Route catalogue like”, where preferred routes are defined  globally  per airport pairs 1999 
and for group of aircraft types (aircraft types family)  2000 

o “Schedule like” corresponding to a lower granularity allowing a more direct linkage 2001 
between  flight schedules and nominal routing preference through a common 2002 
commercial flight ID or an operational callsign (ARCID).   2003 

• the Validation Exercise 715 [13] concluded that NPR has a granularity similar to the 2004 
granularity of the “ Route Catalogue”.. 2005 

Update cycle: 2006 

• Considering that NPR can be defined from a few months before a new season starts, 2007 
updates to NPR might be needed during the season, to satisfy evolutions in the Airlines 2008 
business preferences or in the RAD restrictions. 2009 

• Update cycle could be aligned with the AIRAC changes, at least to reflect changes in the 2010 
RAD restrictions published at each AIRAC.  2011 

• Updates could be done at Airlines initiative or when incompatibility is detected with 2012 
applicable restrictions 2013 

5.2.1.3 Flight Id bridge information - description 2014 

Definition: Flight Id bridge information refers to a linkage between Commercial Flight Number  (CFN) 2015 
used in schedules and airport slot messages and the operational Flight Id (callsign) used in ICAO 2016 
flight plans and to support ATM operations. 2017 

Required information: as a minimum, it will be composed of the following information 2018 

• AU prefix + CFN (commercial flight number) + suffix 2019 
• ICAO callsign (ARCID) 2020 
• Applicability period: wef, from – to. 2021 

Granularity level:  a minimum would be one linkage for each commercial flight  2022 

Update cycle: on Airline initiative, for each commercial flight. 2023 

 2024 

2025 
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5.2.2.2    Use Case – Capture early flight intents 2033 

5.2.2.2.1 Summary 2034 
Collection process by the Network Management for early flight intents sent by multiple data providers: 2035 
flight schedules, bridge data between commercial and operational Flight ID’s, allocated airport slots, 2036 
nominal preferred routing information. 2037 

5.2.2.2.2 IP1 / SESAR Scope  2038 
DDR2/1 project:  collection of flight schedules and allocated airport slots, bridge data between 2039 
commercial and operational Flight ID’s. 2040 
 2041 
SJU 7.6.2:    Nominal preferred routing.  2042 

5.2.2.2.3 Planning Level/Flight Phase 2043 
M-T planning: seasonal, monthly, pre-tactical phases 2044 

5.2.2.2.4 Actors 2045 
AU / Airlines schedule departments communicate their seasonal schedules from a few months 2046 
before each season. During the season, they also communicate the updates applied to it, as soon as 2047 
known and airport slots are cleared 2048 
 2049 
AU / Airlines operational departments communicate nominal preferred routing before each season 2050 
and the updates needed to route options during the season 2051 
 2052 
AU / Airlines Schedule /operational departments communicate bridge information between 2053 
commercial and operational flight Id’s. During the season, they also communicate updates applied it, 2054 
as soon as known 2055 
 2056 
Airport Support Units (Slot coordinators) communicate allocated  from a few months before each 2057 
season and the updates applied successively during the season 2058 
 2059 
Network Manager (regional) collects early flight intents information from above listed sources and 2060 
manages successive updates in order to get the latest information about early flight intents as known 2061 
by their originators. 2062 

5.2.2.2.5 Pre-conditions 2063 

Schedules are published, usually from three to six months ahead. Updates applied during the season 2064 
are possible. 2065 

The bridge information between commercial and operational flight id is available at airspace users 2066 
side. 2067 

Allocated airport slots become available and progressively refined after the bi-annual slot conferences 2068 
organised in June for the winter season, in November for the summer season.  2069 

Nominal preferred routing: assumed to become available from the schedule publication. Updates 2070 
applied during the season are possible. 2071 

5.2.2.2.6 Post-conditions 2072 

Schedules, allocated airport slots, Flight ID bridge information: 2073 

a. Success end state: successful transmission to the network management function, with all 2074 
relevant mandatory fields required to start the Flight ID consolidation. 2075 

b. Failed end state: failed transmission to the network management function, or missing 2076 
mandatory fields relevant for the Flight ID consolidation. 2077 
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Nominal preferred routing 2078 

a. Success end state: successful transmission and validation. 2079 
b. Failed end state: failed transmission or failed validation. 2080 

5.2.2.2.7 Notes 2081 

Messages formats used to exchange schedules and airports slot are described and published by 2082 
IATA Standard Schedule Information Manual (SSIM) [24]. 2083 

Descriptions of nominal preferred routing and Flight Id bridge information are developed in sub-2084 
section 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.3 2085 

5.2.2.2.8 Main Flow 2086 
1. Airspace Users (commercial/schedule departments) transmit to the Network system, 2087 

information about their published schedules, when transmitted to Airport operations 2088 
support units: initial seasonal program (summer/ winter) is communicated from a few 2089 
months before the new season starts; revisions are communicated during the 2090 
season. 2091 

2. Airport operation support Units (Airport Slot Coordinators) transmit to the Network 2092 
system, information about allocated airport slots: initial seasonal program (summer/ 2093 
winter) is communicated from a few months before the new season starts; revisions 2094 
are communicated during the season. 2095 

3. Airspace Users (AU) transmit Nominal Preferred Routing from a few months before 2096 
the new season starts; revisions are communicated during the season. 2097 

4. Airspace Users transmit the bridge information between commercial and operational 2098 
flight id before the new season starts; revisions are communicated during the 2099 
season. 2100 

5. The network system collects transmitted multi-sources information, manages 2101 
received updates / revisions and makes received information accessible to the 2102 
Network Management Function. 2103 

 2104 

5.2.2.3 Use Case – Consolidate early flight intents 2105 

5.2.2.3.1 Summary: 2106 

The Network Management function (regional) consolidates into a common and consistent data set per 2107 
flight leg, early flight intents data received from multiple sources and corresponding to different 2108 
granularity levels (repetitive schedules and airport slots, preferred routing (route catalogue like or 2109 
schedule like) , missing information derived from historical flight plans and statistical predictions for 2110 
the missing part). 2111 

The “flight leg” notion corresponds to an aircraft flying between 2 airports during a specified time 2112 
period (departure time – arrival time) on a given day. 2113 

For each leg, a 4D trajectory estimate is produced from the consolidated early flight intents and it is 2114 
used to feed network simulation and planning tools during the scheduling phase. 2115 

5.2.2.3.2 IP1 / SESAR Scope  2116 

DDR2/1 project:  consolidate flight schedules and allocated airport slots, bridge data between 2117 
commercial and operational Flight IDs. 2118 

SJU 7.6.2: additional consolidation of flight schedules and allocated airport slots with nominal 2119 
preferred routing. 2120 

5.2.2.3.3 Planning Level/Flight Phase 2121 
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M-T planning: seasonal, monthly, pre-tactical (D-6 to D-1) phases 2122 

5.2.2.3.4 Actors 2123 

Network Manager (regional) consolidates into one record per leg early flight intents information 2124 
received from multiple sources and corresponding to different granularity levels. 2125 

Network Manager (regional) and AU Flight Operations Centres (FOCs) cooperate and apply the 2126 
necessary corrections to solve anomalies detected during the consolidation process 2127 

The Network System produces 4D trajectory estimates from collected information (after correction of 2128 
detected anomalies) and from statistical estimates for the missing part. 2129 

5.2.2.3.5 Pre-conditions 2130 

Schedules, allocated airport slot and NPR data is available in the Network system 2131 

5.2.2.3.6 Post-conditions 2132 
• Success end state: successful consolidation leading to the generation of a 4D trajectory 2133 

estimate. 2134 
• Failed end state: failed consolidation or failed generation of the 4D trajectory estimates. 2135 

5.2.2.3.7 Notes 2136 
• None. 2137 

5.2.2.3.8 Main Flow 2138 
1. The network system identifies the flights planned to fly from scheduled data and 2139 

from allocated airport slots data captured in the Network system. 2140 
2. The network system will use flight Id bridge information to support information 2141 

linkage between sources using CFN (commercial Flight number) and sources using 2142 
operational flight ID (ICAO callsign – ARCID). 2143 

3. The network system transforms in a common and consistent data set describing 2144 
each flight leg, early flight intents data derived from multiple sources. 2145 

4. The network system shall follow a set of priority rules to resolve possible 2146 
inconstancies between information sources 2147 

5. Network Manager (regional) and FOC cooperate and apply the necessary 2148 
corrections to solve anomalies which could not have been solved automatically by 2149 
the network system. 2150 

6. The network system produces “hybrid” 4D trajectory estimates representing 2151 
airspace user preferences. They are derived from flight schedules, allocated airport 2152 
slot and nominal preferred routing and for the missing part (data elements not 2153 
covered by previous sources) from historical or statistical information available by 2154 
the network system. 2155 

5.2.2.4 Use Case –Use early flight intents 2156 

5.2.2.4.1 Summary: 2157 

The early flight intents collected from multiple sources and their consolidation into “hybrid” 4D 2158 
trajectory estimates representing airspace user preferences will be used to support the following 2159 
planning /coordination activities: 2160 

• FOCs fine tune nominal preferred routing and update route options considering anticipated 2161 
DCB imbalances.  2162 

• NM functions coordinate with Airlines routing options (routing proposals) considering 2163 
anticipated DCB imbalances.  2164 
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• Assess the impact of pre-defined DCB measures against nominal preferred routing and 2165 
coordinate the effect with AUs, in order to minimise the anticipated impact. 2166 

• Enrich historical traffic samples with early flight intents to support the DCB iterations2167 
organised during the M-T planning (scheduling phase). Monitor impact on predictability.2168 

5.2.2.4.2 IP1 / SESAR Scope 2169 

DDR2/1 project:  enrich traffic samples with early flight intents derived from flight schedules and 2170 
allocated airport slots. 2171 

SJU 07.06.02: use the user preferred routing information to support above listed activities 2172 

SJU 13.02.03: enrich and monitor traffic sample predictability from collected early flight intents, 2173 
including user preferred routing information. 2174 

5.2.2.4.3 Planning Level/Flight Phase 2175 

M-T planning: seasonal, monthly, pre-tactical (D-6 to D-1) phases.2176 

5.2.2.4.4 Actors 2177 

The Network Manager Function (regional / sub-regional / local) assesses the impact of pre-2178 
defined DCB measures using  4D trajectory estimates representing airspace user preferences as 2179 
reference. 2180 

AU / FOC analyse and fine-tune route options considering anticipated DCB imbalances 2181 

The Network System and FOCs coordinate pre-defined DCB measures and route options in order to 2182 
limit impact on airlines business. 2183 

5.2.2.4.5 Pre-conditions 2184 

4D trajectory estimates representing airspace user preferences are available for a significant 2185 
proportion of (scheduled) traffic. 2186 

5.2.2.4.6 Post-conditions 2187 
a. Success end state: successful assessment and/or coordination2188 

2189 
b. Failed end state: failed consolidation or failed assessment of DCB measures.2190 

5.2.2.4.7 Notes 2191 
None. 2192 

5.2.2.4.8 Main Flow 2193 
1. From a few months before the new season starts, the Network Manager Function2194 

(regional / sub-regional / local) has to develop “pre-defined DCB measures” as a2195 
set of DCB tools to manage anticipated Demand / Capacity imbalances.2196 

2. To prepare the coordination with airlines, an impact assessment of pre-defined2197 
DCB measures is initiated by the Network Manager Function, using 4D trajectory2198 
estimates representing airspace user preferences as reference.2199 

3. Impact assessment results are coordinated between the Network Manager2200 
Function (regional / sub-regiona / local) and airlines.2201 

4. As a first outcome of the coordination process, pre-defined DCB measure are2202 
adapted to reflect received feed-back from stakeholders: on-load / off/load effect,2203 
impact on Airlines routing preferences,…2204 

5. As second outcome of the coordination process, Airlines, being informed of2205 
anticipated recurrent bottlenecks for the coming season, may want to adapt their2206 
routing preferences between specific city pairs or applicability conditions.2207 
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5.3.3 Information Exchange Requirements 
Due to the low maturity level of the concepts, this section will not be developed in SESAR 1. Only requirements 2254 
related to the NPR will induced IER. Improvements on statistical methods or route generation tools have no 2255 
impact on information exchanged since it is an internal NM or Local ANSP process. 2256 
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o Aircraft equipment/capability elements necessary to ensure the compliance of certain 2311 
measures (e.g. ADS-C for ETA min/max exchanges or a FMS RTA function to follow 2312 
a CTA).  2313 

Note: Coordination with WP5 team was conducted to specify if or which aircraft 2314 
capability elements should be included in the advanced EFPL. There was no clear 2315 
consensus due to the lack of maturity of the subject. Therefore the 7.6.2 D56 BT 2316 
OSED does not cover this attribute and it remains an open point to be addressed 2317 
during SESAR2020. 2318 

6.1.1.5 The iSBT submission, verification process and agreement 2319 
process 2320 

Processes and rules will be different in medium and short term planning phases. 2321 

In the scheduling phase (ATM medium-term planning phase), both schedule and the iSBT will be 2322 
provided per “repetitive” flight leg. There will not be a formal submission process of the iSBT but 2323 
errors and inconsistencies compared to the already known airspace structure and availability will be 2324 
detected and notified to the airspace users. 2325 

In 4DT planning phase (ATM short-term planning phase), iSBT submission and verification and 2326 
validation processes will evolve compared to current flight plan validation process. Main differences 2327 
are: 2328 

• The use of new SWIM-based services for the submission of the iSBT in FIXM format. 2329 

• More frequent updates of the iSBT (compared to the ICAO flight plan) as more detailed 2330 
information is provided. 2331 

• Almost fully automated verification and validation processes (much less manual corrections 2332 
by NM operators) when submitting a flight plan message.  2333 

In accordance with future FF-ICE increment 1 provisions, the verification and validation 2334 
processes of the iSBT will include at least three distinct checks as followed: 2335 

o  Check for compliance with the format and data conventions (semantic and syntax 2336 
checkings); 2337 

o Check to the extent possible, for compliance with required operating approvals such 2338 
as over-flight approvals, approval at destination aerodrome 2339 

o Check for completeness and, to the extent possible, accuracy for compliance with 2340 
any applicable hard constraints known at the time. In case of non-compliance a 2341 
negotiation phase will be launched by NM. 2342 

• In accordance with the latest version of the FF-ICE increment 1 provisions (which are 2343 
reasonably stable at the date of the release of this document); there will be two different services 2344 
associated with a submitted flight plan (preliminary and filed) in the 4DT planning phase ( ATM 2345 
short term planning phase):  2346 

o Planning service. This is an optional service that will be invoked by the Airspace 2347 
User through a Preliminary flight plan submission (flight plan submitted in “planning 2348 
state”). The AU will send an EFPL with its preferred trajectory (desired trajectory) -2349 
taking into account the required hard constraints that have been previously 2350 
published-.  2351 

The planning service is intended to serve two main purposes: 2352 

 To enable NM to obtain an earlier, more detailed and more accurate 2353 
assessment of the anticipated traffic demand.  2354 

 To allow feedback and negotiation to occur in order to reach agreement on a 2355 
flight plan that best meets the objectives and constraints of the AU and NM. A 2356 
negotiating trajectory could be provided by NM as a proposal to the AU which 2357 
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the AU is at liberty to either use or ignore in favour of its own processes for 2358 
trajectory determination.  2359 

Several processes may trigger or contribute to trajectory negotiation in a pre-flight 2360 
phase, namely: 2361 

 Flight plan submission and acceptance i.e. through submission of the desired 2362 
trajectory within the preliminary flight plan by the AU in the planning phase. 2363 

 Flow management processes and associated measures (e.g. ATFCM 2364 
regulations, STAMs, re-routing scenarios) 2365 

 Airport CDM TSAT allocation process14. 2366 

Additionally, any AU may desire to test alternative trajectories during planning 2367 
without changing the current stated intention. Consequently, they will be able to 2368 
send a “Trial Request”15 which is a request from which NM is not retaining the 2369 
information, but simply assessing the request as a ‘what-if’. After the evaluation of a 2370 
Trial Request, NM will continue to use the previously submitted preliminary flight 2371 
plan. However, the AU may decide to update his flight intentions via submitting an 2372 
update to the preliminary flight plan due to the positive result of the Trial Request. 2373 

Once a valid and stable flight plan will be agreed (NM shared an agreed trajectory), 2374 
the AU will send a “filed” flight plan to NM including a filed trajectory. No update to 2375 
the planning status should be expected after a filed flight plan is submitted as the 2376 
preliminary flight plan no longer represent the AU’s intent. 2377 

o Filing service. This service allows an airspace user to file and amend a filed flight 2378 
plan and receive acknowledgement and error conditions. It is triggered by the AU 2379 
basically when submitting a flight plan in “filed state”. This could take place 2380 

 when the AU files directly a flight plan without having executed any previous 2381 
negotiation process. See Figure 25. 2382 

 following a planning period of negotiation during which, ideally, a trajectory 2383 
acceptable to both AU and NM has been determined (agreed trajectory).  2384 

Once a filed flight plan has been submitted for the flight it becomes the reference for 2385 
all ATM purposes and the Preliminary flight plan is no longer relevant. Cancellation 2386 
of the filed flight plan will result in the removal of both the  filed flight plan and the 2387 
Preliminary flight plan data.   2388 

This EFPL in “filed status” will include the filed route/trajectory as calculated by the 2389 
AU which ideally will match the negotiated route/trajectory achieved during the 2390 
planning process. The filed extended flight plan (once it is ACK by NM) will be 2391 
distributed to ATC and other regions and airports. At this stage, the EFPL 2392 
information will be shared with EFPL capable stakeholders whereas the ICAO flight 2393 
plan will still be sent to all. 2394 

Once an EFPL/trajectory is “filed” it triggers both the FO and the iRBT creation and 2395 
becomes the reference trajectory for traffic prediction. Any parallel submission of an 2396 
EFPL (including a negotiating trajectory) to the planning service it is a Trial Request 2397 
and it will be considered as a “what-if request” not impacting traffic predictions (the 2398 
existing flight plan remains the intent). At the actual off-block time or when a CDM 2399 
event occurs at some airports, the filed flight data can no longer be modified by the 2400 
AU as it requires coordination with ATC. 2401 

                                                      
14 This process will not be further contemplate in the planning service. It is considered a very dynamic process 
that it is too close to EOBT to trigger any feasible trajectory negotiation. Hence, it has been considered out of 
scope. 
15 A Trial Request will not be accepted unless a flight plan (preliminary or filed) has already been submitted for 
the flight. Unlike the Preliminary Flight Plan, a Trial Request can be provided after the associated flight plan has 
been filed. The Trial Request should therefore also contain the relevant GUFI. 
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should be updated as necessary to reflect changes in the environment 2453 
which may affect the flight.  2454 

The availability of two types of response provides NM with greater flexibility, enabling the 2455 
acceptance of a submission and retention of the flight intent for planning purposes while, at 2456 
the same time, is able to indicate that, for instance, the 4DT does not comply with all 2457 
existing constraints. This is intended as a feature of the planning service as it facilitates the 2458 
subsequent negotiation of the optimal trajectory. 2459 

The content of the message exchanges between NM and the AU is described in more 2460 
detail in the following Table 17: 2461 

 2462 
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Submission 
response 
(related to 
EFPL status) 

Planning Status Message 

(related to 4DT) 

Filing Status Message 

(related to 4DT) 

Acceptable (Concur) Negotiate Not Acceptable (Non-Concur) Acceptable 
(Concur) 

Not Acceptable 
(Non-Concur) 

Accepted The desired trajectory is 
acceptable without the 
need for modification. 
This should mean that if 
the flight plan were to be 
filed, it would be 
accepted. 

The desired route is 
acceptable and would be 
accepted if filed, but the 
trajectory determined by 
NM has included additional 
constraints and/or has 
applied environmental 
factors resulting in a 
different trajectory 
(negotiating trajectory) 
returned as feedback.  

The AU is expected to 
assess the feedback and 
determine whether or not it 
wishes to amend it’s 
desired trajectory 

The desired trajectory is not acceptable 
and would probably result in a rejection 
or at least an error indication if the flight 
plan were to be filed. 

An automatic or manual 
correction/modifications have been made 
to the 4DT and returned as the 
negotiating trajectory in order to make it 
acceptable. 

Flight Plan Filed ANSP maintains 
data. Flight plan 
not eligible 

Rejected The 4D trajectory has 
not been modified.  

 Alternative 4DT proposal may be 
provided by NM as an additional service 

N/A N/A 

 2463 
Table 19 Content description of the exchanges between NM and the AU  2464 

 2465 
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into account  all aforementioned elements (Flight plan, CTOT, TSAT, TTOT, STAM measures) in 2488 
planning as well as real time traffic events in execution.  2489 

This 4D trajectory is primarily used for network traffic demand evaluation purpose. As it is a 2490 
prediction, not a formal agreement, it cannot be assimilated to the agreed trajectory in planning 2491 
phase. However, this trajectory is currently the only consolidated 4D trajectory data in the ATM 2492 
system available integrating all “agreements” concluded in the planning phase.   2493 

In the future, considering the introduction of the extended flight plan, this network 4D trajectory should 2494 
become closer to the agreed trajectory in the planning phase as it will integrate the filed trajectory 2495 
calculated by the FOC as part of  the operational flight plan.  2496 

Transition from iSBT to iRBT: 2497 

Note: There are different perspectives that currently exists to determine de transition from SBT to 2498 
RBT (either Step 1 and/or Step 2).In this section only the perspective of 07.06.02 -D56- Step 1 BT 2499 
OSED is described, see Appendix E for further information on the rest of alternatives. 2500 

The iRBT creation is triggered by the AU when submitting a filed flight plan (with a filed trajectory). 2501 
However the iRBT creation does not corresponds necessary to the transition iSBT/iRBT.  2502 

The transition from iSBT to iRBT is envisaged as a progressive and smooth transformation starting 2503 
when the filing event takes place (the AU submits the filed trajectory approximately 2 hours19 before 2504 
EOBT) and therefore the iRBT is created. The transition is completed at the actual off-block time (i.e. 2505 
when the AU can no longer change the filed flight plan) or when a CDM event occurs at some 2506 
airports. At this very moment the flight starts to be under ATC control. 2507 

The following diagram summarises this option on a flight timeline basis: 2508 

 2509 
Figure 27 Transition from iSBT to iRBT  2510 

 2511 

In current operations a single milestone cannot be identified corresponding to this transition as there 2512 
is not a unique integrated agreement process in planning phase. The following milestones are 2513 
potentially contributing to the progressive transition from iSBT to the iRBT. 2514 
                                                      
19 This is to be considered only as an order of magnitude 
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post-flight analysis. However, this single logical FO is physically distributed over a network of ‘FO 2578 
Servers (FOS)’, each FOS being associated with an FDPS. Each FOS holds physical copies of the 2579 
FOs of interest to its clients. The network of FOSs, not the clients, is responsible for ensuring that 2580 
the different physical copies of the FO are kept consistent. Similar to the operational rules, for 2581 
any of the FOs at any one moment in time there will be one single system (Interoperable – 2582 
IOP system) that is responsible for collecting the agreed changes to the FO, updating the FO 2583 
information ensuring consistency and publishing the updated FO to the subscribed partners. 2584 
This is the ‘Flight Data Manager Publisher (FDMP)’ role. While one system is the FDMP for 2585 
the FO, the other IOP systems interested by that FO are either having the role of ‘Flight Data 2586 
Contributor (FDC)’ or ‘Flight Data User (FDU)’. The FDC is an IOP system whose area of 2587 
responsibility is traversed by the FO and as such it is eligible/entitled to propose updates to 2588 
FO resulting from operationally agreed changes. A FDU can only subscribe to a complete FO 2589 
and receive FO updates – its area of responsibility is not necessarily traversed by the FO. 2590 

Conceptually the FO is intended to hold all flight data that needs to be shared between any 2591 
interested stakeholders: Civil ATC, Military ATC, Flow Management Systems, Airport Operators, 2592 
Airspace Users and Aircraft Systems. However, this is not to say that all stakeholders will 2593 
deploy/implement FOSs.  2594 

Initially the FOS implementation is planned for the NM and some ATC systems. As such a solution 2595 
for bridging the ANSPs FO information with the AUs, Military ATC and Airports is needed - the NM 2596 
would be best placed to fill such a role with the FOS development. 2597 

In 2008 a study has been undertaken to consider how best to integrate a NM FOS with the set of 2598 
FOSs, and as such inclusion of NM in the IOP Area (InterOPerability Area). The study had been 2599 
performed in the current concept of operations. As result, the study defined a set of principles for 2600 
how the ATC and the NM systems would interact and it defined a set of basic requirements for the 2601 
NM FOS.  2602 

Fundamental to SESAR Step 1 improvements is a more accurate and continuously updated network 2603 
operations planning properly disseminated to actors in the execution phase (thus involving them in 2604 
the implementation of the target times), aiming to reduce the ‘gap’ between planning and execution. 2605 
If planning represents execution better, higher quality ATFCM measures can be expected, 2606 
increasing the added value of the network planning and coordination and therefore increasing the 2607 
efficient utilisation of network resources, thus improving network operations performance. 2608 

6.1.2.3.2 FO Scope in Step 1 2609 

The FO development is planned under SESAR Step 2 however, initial development and validation of 2610 
prototype ATC FOSs and the NM FOS have been started already during SESAR Step 1 timeframe, 2611 
and address 3 areas of improvement. 2612 

Communication of flight planning constraints (e.g. target times  like TTO or dDCB measures like 2613 
STAM measures) and derived measures (e.g. CTOT) to relevant actors as targets, aiming to ensure 2614 
that the execution of the flight is performed in line with the plan - which would improve the network 2615 
optimised performance. The NM FOS will have the capability of including (during pre-departure 2616 
phase) target times like TTO/TTA, to be used by ATC, and updates/revisions of that target time 2617 
during the flying phase of the flight. (This represents the validation of the NM FOS role of Flight Data 2618 
Manager Publisher (FDMP) and/or Flight Data Contributor (FDC), where NM provides constraints for 2619 
inclusion to a FO.).  2620 

Communication of the filed trajectory received from the Airspace Users via the EFPL, to relevant 2621 
actors (including the flight’s performance data). Update the 4D trajectory with flight planning 2622 
constraints before the flight’s departure and make the information available to the relevant actors. 2623 
The aim is to enrich the plan before the departure with more accurate information that helps moving 2624 
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forward towards time based operations, thus improving the flight plan adherence. EFPL data will 2625 
also allow ATC in execution to improve its operations through a better awareness of flight intentions 2626 
and performance parameters (see [21] for more details). 2627 

Network planning trajectory enriched with local ANSPs information on constraints and 2628 
procedures affecting the trajectory. This will allow reducing the gap between the different 2629 
trajectories in the ATM system and improving efficiency of network monitoring and DCB/dDCB 2630 
processes. 2631 

6.1.2.3.3 General Validation context 2632 

6.1.2.3.3.1 Validation exercise for VP-714 2633 

According to the results of the VR-714 [37], the exercise managed to achieve most of the initial 2634 
purposes: 2635 

• Flight Object concept has been proven to be technologically feasible 2636 
• Integrating NM in the FO-network could allow ATCOs to visualize valuable TTO/TTA 2637 

information. 2638 
• Exchanging information through FO mechanisms improves NM traffic prediction. By using 2639 

Flight Object mechanisms, local constraints are taken into account in an early stage of the 2640 
flight. NM traffic predictions improvement will increase the efficiency of both network and local 2641 
processes (e.g local DCB/complexity management tools, XMANs) since NM traffic predictions 2642 
are increasingly used as input by these local processes (e.g. use of EFDs.) 2643 

• NM-ATC interoperability improved although the current scope of the exercise was not fully 2644 
representative for the target operational concept. 2645 

6.1.2.3.3.2 Current maturity level 2646 

VP-714 exercise has been assessed as TRL3 (Technology Readiness Level) and although a TRL4 2647 
assessment was also performed, TRL4 has not finally been achieved.  2648 

Hence, the FO concept, considered as a supportive pillar for iRBT, presents maturity level V2. 2649 

6.2 Detailed Operational Scenarios / Use Cases 2650 

6.2.1 Detailed Operational Scenarios   2651 
The Operational Scenario covers the communication and monitoring of flight planning measures as 2652 
target times (e.g. TTO/TTA) and DCB/ATFCM measures to relevant actors as targets, aiming to 2653 
ensure that the execution of the flight is performed in line with the plan - which in turn would improve 2654 
the network optimised performance and predictability. 2655 
The NM systems receive EFPLs from the FOCs (which are compliant with the hard constraints) and 2656 
based on known regulated areas, NM calculates the target time per flight to enter in that congested 2657 
location and/or the correspondent CTOT. The NM systems will also compute TOs (Time Over) for the 2658 
entry points of the flights in each ANSPs’ Area of responsibility along the flights’ routes. These are 2659 
derived intermediate 4D points that would be used to ensure consistent view on the trajectory 2660 
calculated by each IOP system. The constraints (TTs, DCB measures) communicated to the FOC will 2661 
amend the original EFPL and the FOC could provide an updated EFPL taking them into 2662 
consideration. 2663 
The TTs and the calculated TOs may require to be updated or reviewed both in the pre-flight phase 2664 
but also during the flight execution phase -as result of the flight execution monitoring and ATC 2665 
interventions-. In the pre-flight phase the updates can result, for instance, from slot 2666 
recalculation/reallocation, AU input, re-routing. while in the flight execution phase the updates can 2667 
result for example from planned or tactical STAM measures applied during flight execution, new ATC 2668 
constraints. The updates in the execution phase are always at the initiative of the LTM (or tactical 2669 
ATC). The updates will have to be properly communicated to all involved/concerned partners. 2670 
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General conditions: 2734 

● GC1 - At least one Downstream ANSP is IOP. 2735 

● GC2 -  The flights’ trajectories traverse the AoR of the Downstream ANSP that is IOP.  2736 

● GC3 -  The flights are subject to DCB measures (flow regulations). 2737 

● GC4 -  Some of the flights are subject to STAM measures (pre-flight phase) 2738 

Pre-conditions: 2739 

● PreC1 - Flights are in the pre-flight phase. 2740 

● PreC2 -  The NM systems compute the TTs, TOs and CTOTs for the flights based on their 2741 
EFPLs and the regulations (protecting en-route airspace and/or the destination 2742 
aerodrome). 2743 

● PreC3 - The IOP ANSP and the NM can exchange FOs information. 2744 

● PreC4 - The TTs and TOs are revised in pre-flight phase 2745 

Post-conditions: 2746 

● PostC1 -  Target times computed by the NM systems were communicated and made available 2747 
to the ATCO, the pilots and AU.  2748 

● PostC2 -  Updated target times were communicated and made available to ATCO, the pilots 2749 
and AU.  2750 

● PostC3 -  FO information updated based on the agreed STAM measure (FL cap)  2751 

● PostC4 -  The NOP is updated according to the FO trajectory information. 2752 

Operating method: 2753 

Based on the EFPL/FPL submitted by the AU, the NM systems calculate TTs, CTOTs and TOs over 2754 
points that have operational significance for the ATCO, i.e. are published waypoints. The TOs are 2755 
calculated over published waypoints that are at the boundary between two ANSPs. The TTs will be 2756 
calculated as described in the 13.02.03 OSED. 2757 

The TTs are communicated to the AU/FOC together with, and in the same time as the CTOT (e.g. 2h 2758 
before EOBT). The AU/FOC updates the EFPL to comply with the TTs. The AU/FOC communicates 2759 
the TTs to the pilot. The TO and the TTs are communicated to the IOP ANSP through the NM FOS 2760 
upon FO creation (a parameter time before the EOBT, e.g. 90 min. before EOBT will be used for the 2761 
validation exercise). The FO will be created based on and will include the information provided in the 2762 
FPL/EFPL; i.e. 4D trajectory information (amended with the flight planning constraints), additional 2763 
performance information from the EFPL (e.g. weight at waypoints, speed).The ATCOs of the IOP 2764 
ANSP is informed of the TO and the TTs when the flight is activated in their system (or a time 2765 
parameter before) – for details on the ATCOs involvement in monitoring of TT see 6.1.2.2.1.1.  2766 

Upon receiving the FO, the IOP ANSP communicates updated constraints for the flights with impact 2767 
on the flight profile. The respective FOs are updated (the update includes all the parameters of the 2768 
flight profile that are impacted by the planed change). The NM updates the ‘network view’ according 2769 
to the FO trajectory information. 2770 

The NM systems receive a CHG/ECHG message that impacts the flight profile and the flight planning 2771 
constraints (TTs, CTOT). The respective FOs are updated and communicated to the IOP ANSP (the 2772 
update includes all the parameters of the flight profile that are impacted by the planed change). 2773 

The updated target times (and agreed trajectory) are communicated to the concerned partners – 2774 
AU/FOC and the IOP ANSP. The FOC communicate the revised TT to the pilot. The updated TO and 2775 
TT are made available to the IOP ANSP when the flight is activated in their system (or a time 2776 
parameter before). 2777 
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Note: the communication of the TT to the pilot could also be done by the tower controller of the 2778 
departure aerodrome however it is believed that a communication via the AU (who can afterwards 2779 
send an ACARS message to the pilot) is quicker. 2780 

35 min before flights’ departure the LTM activates a STAM measure without impact on the TT –a FL 2781 
capping affecting some of the flights. The FL constraint is proposed for inclusion in the FO by the IOP 2782 
ANSP. NM updates the respective FOs with the FL constraint and communicates to the IOP ANSP.   2783 

6.2.3.2 Use Case 2 – Monitoring of the TTs during flight 2784 
execution 2785 

Actors Involved 2786 

• NM, one IOP ANSP, AU/FOC 2787 

IOP Roles 2788 

• NM is the FDMP 2789 

• IOP ATSU is the FDC 2790 

• IOP FDMP role is transferred to the first IOP ATSU and NM becomes FDC 2791 

General conditions: 2792 

● GC1 - At least one Downstream ATSU is IOP. 2793 

● GC2 - The flights’ trajectories traverse the AoR of the Downstream ATSU that is IOP.  2794 

● GC3 -  The flights are subject to DCB measures (flow regulation) protecting an en-route 2795 
airspace. 2796 

Pre-conditions: 2797 

● PreC1 - Flights are in the flight execution phase. 2798 

● PreC2 -  Target times computed by the NM systems were communicated and made available 2799 
to ATCOs, the pilots and AU (see Use Case 1 above).  2800 

● PreC3 -  The IOP ATSU and the NM can exchange FOs information. 2801 

● PreC4 -  The flights’ adherence to the TT is monitored by the NM. 2802 

Post-conditions: 2803 

● PostC1 -  The updated ETOs at the TT location are provided by NM 2804 

● PostC2 -  The TT Deviation are made available to ATCOs. 2805 

Operating method: 2806 

At flight departure information (FSA/CPR/ATC activation) provided to the NM systems, the NM 2807 
updates the ETO at the TT location based on the ATOT information and provides it through the FO 2808 
update. 2809 

When the flight is in execution, NM receives a CPR that triggers the update of the ETOs at TT 2810 
location and distribute the Target Time related information through the flight object.  2811 

Note 1: The previous sentence corresponds clearly to a non-agreed assumption. 7.6.2 validation 2812 
objective related to that use case will be limited to assess the feasibility to distribute the Target Time 2813 
related information to ATC through the flight object . 2814 
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Note 2: The NM remains responsible of FO updates after flight departure until a parameter time 2815 
before the flight enters the AoR of the first IOP ANSP.  2816 

The flight is now under the responsibility and control of the ATCO of the IOP ANSP. (i.e. the FDMP 2817 
role is transferred to the IOP ANSP and NM becomes FDC). NM will continue to contribute with 2818 
updated ETOs to updates of the FO whenever deviations are identified.  2819 

6.2.3.3 Use Case 3 – TT exchange with updates after departure 2820 

Actors Involved 2821 

• NM, two adjacent IOP ANSPs (ANSP1 and ANSP2), AU/FOC 2822 

IOP Roles 2823 

• NM is the FDMP 2824 

• IOP ANSPs are FDC 2825 

• IOP FDMP role is transferred to the ANSP1 and NM becomes FDC 2826 

General conditions: 2827 

● GC1 - At least two adjacent Downstream ANSPs are IOP. 2828 

● GC2 - The flights’ trajectories traverse the AoRs of the ANSP1 and ANSP2.  2829 

● GC3 -  The flights are subject to DCB measures (flow regulation) protecting an en-route 2830 
airspace. 2831 

Pre-conditions: 2832 

● PreC1 - Flights are in the flight execution phase. 2833 

● PreC2 -  IOP FDMP role is transferred to ANSP1 and NM becomes FDC 2834 

● PreC3 -  Target times computed by the NM systems were communicated and made available 2835 
to ATCOs, the pilots and AU (see Use Case 1 above).  2836 

● PreC4 -  The IOP ANSPs and the NM can exchange FOs information. 2837 

● PreC5 -  The flights’ adherence to the TT is monitored by the NM. 2838 

Post-conditions: 2839 

● PostC1 - The updated ETOs at the TT location are provided by NM 2840 

● PostC2 -  The TT Deviation is provided to ATCOs. 2841 

● PostC3 -  The revised TT time value is communicated (included in the FO) 2842 

Operating method: 2843 

At flight departure information (FSA/CPR/ATC activation) provided to the NM systems, the NM 2844 
updates the ETO at the TT location based on the ATOT information and provides it through the FO 2845 
update. The TT location is in the ANSP2 AoR. 2846 

When the flight is in execution, NM receives a CPR (flight is in a non-IOP ATSU AoR) that triggers the 2847 
update of the ETO at TT location and distribute the Target Time related information through the flight 2848 
object. 2849 

Note: The NM remains responsible of FO updates after flight departure until a parameter time before 2850 
the flight enters the AoR of the first IOP ANSP.  2851 
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The flight in now under the responsibility and control of the ATCO of the ANSP1. (i.e. the FDMP role 2852 
is transferred to the first IOP ANSP and NM becomes FDC). This ANSPs (as contributor) indicates a 2853 
modification (e.g. ATC constraint, small re-route inside its AoR) in the plan that impacts the ETO at 2854 
the TT. As the TT is located in its own AoR it is assumed that the deviation is acceptable and 2855 
required, as such this modification in the plan is translated in a revision of the TT itself. The FO is 2856 
updated and communicated. Based on this information NM will provide a revised TT value to be 2857 
included in an updated FO. ANSP1 updates the FO. 2858 

Note: The modification of the plan initiated by the ANSP2 can be originated either by the LTM or 2859 
ATCO.  2860 

6.2.3.4 Use Case 4 – STAM measure for flight in execution 2861 

Actors Involved 2862 

• NM, two adjacent IOP ANSP (ANSP1 and ANSP2), FOCs 2863 

IOP Roles 2864 

• NM is the FDC 2865 

• The first IOP ANSP (ANSP1) is the FDMP 2866 

General conditions: 2867 

● GC1 -  The ANSP1 and ANSP2 are IOP. 2868 

● GC2 -  The flights trajectories traverse the AoRs of the ANSP1 and ANSP2.  2869 

● GC3 -  ANSPs involved are applying STAM for flights in execution. 2870 

Pre-conditions: 2871 

● PreC1 -  Flights are in the flight execution phase. 2872 

● PreC2 -  The flights are subject to STAM measure due to a ‘hotspot’ in the ANSP2 2873 

● PreC3 -  The IOP ANSPs and the NM can exchange FOs information. 2874 

Post-conditions: 2875 

● PostC1 -  The STAM measure coordination is done using FO mechanisms (e.g. What-if FO) 2876 
between the ground systems involved in the CDM process. 2877 

● PostC2 -  The agreed STAM measures are reflected in the FO, and the flights are indicated as 2878 
being subject to STAM measure. 2879 

● PostC3 -  The NM updates the NOP in accordance with the updated FO trajectory information 2880 
received. 2881 

Operating method: 2882 

The FMPs/LTMs, FOC and NM agree on a STAM rerouting initiated by ANSP2 for a flight – details 2883 
about the identification and activation of a hotspot are in the 13.02.03 OSED. The FMPs/LTMs and 2884 
NM coordinates the STAM measure using What-if FO mechanism. 2885 

The ANSP1 (who has the flight under control) implements the STAM measure in the system flight 2886 
plan and implicitly updates the FO information. The updated FO is communicated to the NM (this 2887 
includes the updated 4D trajectory). The flight will be ‘flagged’ as subject to STAM measure in the FO 2888 
information. The flight follows the STAM measure as instructed by the controlling ATCO. 2889 
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The NM updates the flight’s 4D profile in accordance with the updated FO information (essentially 2890 
outside the IOP area). This will result in providing updated flight’s profile information to the non-IOP 2891 
partners – via EFD messages. The update will also be reflected in the network view (e.g. via CHMI).  2892 

6.2.3.5 Use Case 5 – Target Times exchange and replaced by 2893 
CTA/CTO 2894 

Note: this use case requires further coordination with the WP 5 and WP 6. It is added here as a 2895 
proposal for discussion with the WPs mentioned.  2896 

Actors Involved 2897 

• NM, one IOP ANSP, FOCs 2898 

IOP Roles 2899 

• NM is first the FDMP then the FDC 2900 

• IOP ANSP is first the FDC then FDMP 2901 

General conditions: 2902 

● GC1 -  At least one Downstream ANSP is IOP. 2903 

● GC2 -  The flights trajectories traverse the AoR of the Downstream ANSP that is IOP.  2904 

● GC3 -  The flights are subject to DCB measures (flow regulation) protecting the destination 2905 
aerodrome. 2906 

Pre-conditions: 2907 

● PreC1 - Flights are in the pre-flight phase. 2908 

● PreC6 -  The NM systems compute the TTs and CTOTs for the flights based on their 2909 
FPL/EFPLs and the regulation protecting the destination aerodrome. 2910 
Note: the TTA is calculated over a point that is in the IOP-ANSPs AoR. 2911 

● PreC2 - The IOP ANSP and the NM can exchange FOs information. 2912 

● PreC3 - The destination aerodrome has implemented AMAN to sequence arriving traffic. 2913 

Post-conditions: 2914 

● PostC1 -  Target times computed by the NM systems were communicated and made available 2915 
to the ATCOs, pilots and the FOCs. 2916 

● PostC2 -  The Downstream IOP ANSP communicates the CTA replacing the TTA. 2917 

● PostC3 - ‘The NOP is updated according to the FO trajectory information. 2918 

Operating method: 2919 

The NM systems calculate TTs, CTOTs and TOs over points that have operational significance for the 2920 
ATC, i.e. are published waypoints. The TOs are calculated over published waypoints that are at the 2921 
boundary between two ANSPs. The TTs will be calculated as described in the 13.02.03 OSED.  2922 

The TTs are communicated to the AU/FOC together with, and in the same time as the CTOT (e.g. 2h 2923 
before EOBT). The AU/FOC updates the EFPL to comply with the TTs. The FOC communicates the 2924 
TT to the pilot. The TO and the TTs are communicated to the IOP ANSP through the NM FOS upon 2925 
FO creation (a parameter time before the EOBT, e.g. 90 min. before EOBT will be used for the 2926 
validation exercise). The FO will be created based on and will include the information provided in the 2927 
FPL/EFPL; i.e. 4D trajectory information (amended with the flight planning constraints), additional 2928 
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Appendix A Justifications 
Not applicable 
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EFPL. 

(3) During the trajectory execution, the NM (and the ATSUs) are better informed of AUs' intentions 
and preferences thanks to the more detailed description capabilities offered by EFPL  

(1a) EFPL 4D trajectory will allow AUs to provide a more accurate description of their flight intentions. 
This should reduce occurrences of profile related rejections in the course of the initial flight plan 
validation. 

(1b) Less flight plan rejections translate directly into less associated workload, both for IFPS 
operators (NM) and for AUs' staff in charge of correcting/submitting FPLs. An increased cost-
effectiveness can then potentially be expected (provided that the reduced workload results into fewer 
staff being allocated to these tasks). 

(2a) AUs' 4D trajectory submitted in the EFPL will be used by the NM systems as the initial planned 
trajectory, instead of calculating this trajectory themselves.  

(3a) Subsequent recalculations of the planned trajectory will use flight specific performance data 
rather than generic performance data for the aircraft type, as currently. 

(2b) Knowing and taking into account a more accurate description of both the AUs' flight intents and 
the flight specific performance should enable the use of a planned trajectory closer to that which will 
actually be flown, thus increasing the predictability of the traffic. Enhanced traffic predictability allows 
reduced capacity buffers and overall improves capacity management both at network and local levels. 
On ATSUs' side, a better predictability translates into reduced risks of over-delivery, hence to 
increased safety. An improved network capacity management is expected to lead to a reduction of 
delays, thus to increased efficiency. The capability to describe more accurately flight intents also 
reduces inefficiencies associated to limitations imposed by the description format currently used. The 
expected increased traffic predictability can thus be seen as enabling improvements in operating 
methods, which in turn would lead to capacity and safety increases. These will consequently not be 
directly measurable within P7.6.2 but are expected to be assessed by other projects (the project 5.5.2 
has already performed a V2 validation as well as a CBA for the use of FOC data (part of the elements 
included in the Extended Flight plan) by ATC). 

(4a) The additional data and their intended use allow better describing and respecting AUs' intents.  

(3b) The resulting trajectory should thus be executed closer to the airframe's performance optimum, 
positively impacting the flight efficiency. 

Table 28: Benefit mechanisms overview 
 

The implementation of this operational concept will lead to a decrease of the number of flight data 
inconsistencies, as flight intents will be better taken into account, which will reduce the number of 
irrelevant flight plan invalidations and in parallel increase the number of flight plans automatically 
validated. This will therefore make easier the task of NM flight planning services and airline operators, 
and reduce their workload. 

Past studies performed by the Network Manager have shown that flight data are currently one of the 
sources contributing to deviations between NM profiles and flight tracks. There are generally three 
types of deviations: time deviation, flight level deviation and lateral deviation.  

As the concept implementation will allow the NM to get more information about AU flight intents, 
particularly in terms of points, flight levels, and times, the Flow Management services will use these 
data – more accurate and reliable than estimations made by NM about them – to calculate and 
update 4D trajectories, which will result in a reduction of the observed deviations between NM 
trajectories and reality. The concept will therefore help to reduce the share of responsibility of flight 
planning in discrepancy between agreed trajectory and real trajectory. 
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Appendix D Assumptions on TT management considered 
in FO developments 

The following points are presented as assumptions since there are not directly in the scope of the 
7.6.2 project. These assumptions should be addressed further by relevant projects (e.g. P13.2.3, 
WP4)   

Assumption 1: NM monitoring of the Target Times adherence  

The NM monitoring phase for the flight adherence to the issued TTs starts from the flight departure 
and lasts until the flight termination or the FO termination. In this context the NM will include and/or 
provide for inclusion in the FO the following information: 

- the TT - location point and time; 

- the updated Estimated Time Over (ETO) on the TT location for the flights in execution  

The updated ETOs on the TT location provided by NM are based on information provided to NM 
either by an IOP ANSP or a non-IOP ANSP (inside the IOP area the ETOs calculated by the IOP 
systems are aligned). Updated ETOs are provided whenever they are outside the TT tolerance 
window (e.g. +/- 3 mn).  

 

Assumption 2: ATC role (limited) in the monitoring of the Target Time adherence   

With the information provided by NM via the FO, the local systems will compute the Target Time 
Deviation indicator (TDI), i.e. the difference (subtraction) between the ETO and the TT time values. 
Whenever the TT Deviation is displayed to ATCOs it will be in terms of “time to lose”, “time to gain” or 
“on time”. The ATC needs to be aware of this information to avoid providing instructions/clearances 
that would have an adverse effect on flight adherence to the Target Times. 

The “on time” is the minimum information to be displayed to ATCOs informing them that the flight is 
subject to TT. 

Whenever the flight is subject of a single TT, the local system will provide the TDI for display to ATCO 
whenever the TT location is in a downstream ANSP’s AoR.   

 

Assumption 3: Multiple TTs  

If the flight is affected by several ATFCM regulations it has several TTs - one per regulated area- 
even if in the planning phase only the most penalising constraint/TT is taken in consideration to 
determine the CTOT. 

The ATCO will be presented with only one TT deviation (i.e. for only one TT location). Whenever a 
flight is subject to more than one TT, the selection of the TT Deviation for display to ATCOs is done 
by the local system based on the TT location. The following rule is proposed for validation: 

1) if the TT is located inside the AoR of the ANSP - it will not be selected for display;  

2) if the TT is located in an adjacent downstream ANSP AoR – it will be selected for display; 

3) if the TT is located in a non-adjacent downstream ANSP AoR – it will not be selected for 
display, unless it is the first TT for the flight.  

The assumption 3 is not in line with 13.2.3 and B.4.2 documentation which consider only one 
Target Time to be published to ATC on the most penalising constraint. However considering 
the low maturity and limited consensus on this topic, it seems more relevant from a Flight 
Object system enabler perspective to consider multiple targets management to design more 
general technical solutions than can cope with possible future refinement/evolution of the 
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concept. It must be highlighted that this OSED does not include any operational requirements 
related to the inclusion of multiple target times in the iRBT and the Flight Object. 

Communication of Target Times to the flight crew. 

Even if in this document, some scenarios and use-cases include the dissemination of Target times to 
the flight crew, the OSED does not make any assumptions, nor develop any requirement related to 
this topic. 
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Appendix E - Approaches on the transition iSBT/iRBT 
This appendix E aims to introduce the four different approaches/perspectives that currently exist to 
determine the transition from SBT to RBT (either Step 1 & or Step 2). This should also raise concern 
about the differences between the perspectives and the willingness to align and refine them. 

E.1 The different alternatives for SBT/RBT transition 
This section summarises the four different alternatives and further develop the point of view adopted 
by 07.06.02 -D56- BT OSED Step 1.  

1. The Transition CONOPS SESAR 2020 [29] states that the creation of the RBT occurs when 
the AU explicitly accepts the final SBT due to the proximity of the execution phase as further 
modifications are no longer achievable (full pre-departure CDM process is completed).  

2. 07.02 D29 DOD Step 1 [6] states that in Step 1, the iSBT evolves progressively to iRBT 
starting from SIT time to TSAT (A-CDM) or at a fixed time before off-block (non A-CDM). 

3. In this document 07.06.02 -D56- Step 1 BT OSED the iRBT creation is triggered by the AU 
when submitting a filed flight plan (with a filed trajectory). However the iRBT creation does not 
corresponds necessary to the transition SBT/RBT 

In current operations a single milestone cannot be identified corresponding to this transition. 
Several milestones are potentially contributing to the progressive transition from iSBT to the 
iRBT (see in appendix  the table of milestones as extracted from the 7.6.2 Step 1 OSED). 

Referring to this table, the transition to RBT can be considered as fully completed at the last 
milestone once flight enters under ATC control and FPL/RBT changes are done through ATC. 

4. FF-ICE increment 1 full concept implementation envisages two different services associated 
to a submitted flight plan: a planning service (correspondent to iSBT) and a filing service. In 
the planning service, AU sends the desired trajectory (the user’s preferable one) within a 
“preliminary flight plan” in “planning state” and negotiation occurs until a valid and stable flight 
plan is agreed and the AU sends a filed trajectory within a flight plan in “filed status” triggering 
the distribution to ATC services.   

The possibility envisaged as fourth option is to map the FF-ICE filing event with the transition 
from SBT to RBT. 

 

These four approaches require further discussions and validations in order to achieve a consensus on 
the granularity (high/low level of detail) and the content. This will be continued and provided within 
SESAR 2020. 

 
The table below summarises the differences between these 4 options: 
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E.2 Why other options are not retained? 1 
 2 
The Transition CONOPS SESAR 2020’s option is not retained because the notion of “limited CDM” 3 
after the transition SBT/RBT is not mature enough to develop Step 1 operational requirements.  4 
 5 
The option which considers the transition SBT/RBT completed at the FF-ICE filing event is not 6 
retained because no specific rule/procedure prevents the filing event to occur very early (e.g. several 7 
hours or even days before off-block). 8 
 9 
Finally, the SBT/RBT transition as defined in the 7.2 Step 1DOD remains at high level, however, the 10 
7.6.2 option is not significantly in contradiction with the DOD description. 11 
 12 
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